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SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17. 1905.

SESSIONS

ARIZONA

RESUMED
The

Legislative
Investigating
Committee Continues the

IN LINE
Ministers

TILT

of Sister

Are Against

txamination

SLIGHT

MAY RESORT

TO BLOCKADE

New yorkf Oct. 17. The
legislative
committee which is investigating the
insurance business resumed its ses
sions today. Richard A. McCurdy,
piesiaenc or tne Mutual Life Insurance Company, was the first witness
called. During the examination. Mr
Hughes announced that the committee
had received a large number of letters
relative to dividends on the policies of
ine Mutual Life. Some of them he
read. One writer said that on his
policy he received $55.76. This was
cut by degrees until in. 1904 he re
ceived $3. McCurdy said the committee had the wrong witnesses. It was
the actuary who looked afer the dividends, he did not have information.
McCurdy complained of the general
character of the investigation. He
had understood it was not the intention to make it an inquisition. Hughes
replied that it was indeed an inquisition.
"We will have occasion to call your
actuary," said Hughes, "but I want to
know what you know about the company. You have a salary of $150,-00I want to learn for what you are

responsible."
"You are trying to prove me a fool,"
the witness retorted.
"Without commenting on that which
Is obvious, let me ask you to tell us
to the best of your ability some lines
on which your company is conducted,"
said Hughes.
McCurdy insisted that the actuary
must answer questions on dividends
and how they are calculated.
McAlthough pressed by Hughes,
Curdy repeatedly "refused to answer"
questions along this line.
Salaries of Executive Officers Not Reduced.
McCurdy said he thought the investigation should be executive. He said
the witnesses' replies were distorted
and the witnesses were made to look
like criminals. Continuing the examination, Mr. Hughes brought out the
statement that salaries had been
slightly reduced in the reforms of
the clerical force and the general
agencies. "I have not reduced the
salaries of executive officers. They
may never be cut. They are none too
fat, anyway," said McCurdy.
SLOW WORK ON EXTENSION.

Preventing
Regulations
Activity on New Santa Fe Line in
Louisiana.

Quarantine

Topeka, Kansas, Oct. 17. Work of
construction on the Jasper and eastern extension of the Santa Fe in Texas and Louisiana is progressing very
slowly. This is due to quarantine restrictions, which prevent much grading being done in Louisiana territory
and also makes it hard for the contractors to get men for work on the
latpiling in the Sabine River. The
ter work la progressing much slower
of the
than both the management
road and the contractors would like
to have it.
Material fbr the big bridge over
the Sabine is arriving at the scene of
operations daily. In fact the main
portion of the material for the startaring of the work on the bridge has
rived already. The steel has now been
laid to the edge of the Sabine and the
water in that river has receded sufficiently to allow the driving of the
piling for the remainder of the trestle
work unfinished at the time the quarantine restrictions were put in effect.

The work of cutting down a big hill
on the Louisiana side of the river
has just been started. This job is he
only hard one on that side of the
conriver, but it is one that will keep
tractors and men busy for some time
to come.
FILIPINO WOMAN IS
GRANTED

A

DIVORCE

From First Lieutenant S. E. Burbank,
of Sixth Infantry Given Alimony, Also.

Leanvenworth, , Oct. 17. The divorce, suit ot Conception Vasquez, the
Filipino woman, against First Lieuten
ant Sidney E. Burbank, of the Sixth
Infantry, which has attracted much attention in the army, has been decided
in favor of the wife. Word reached
here today that Judge Bates, of Hollo
P. I., had granted a divorce to the
wife, given her the custody of her
daughter and allowed her alimony of
Burbank is now
100 pesos a month.
on trial at Hollo before a court martial on the charge of conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman.

SWEEPING

LEGAL DUTY

OFFICERS

AMENDMENT

CAPTURED

Territory French Government to Deal With President Instructs Secretary President Authorizes Radical and Angera Tribe Makes Prisoners
Venezuela With String
Shaw ti Make Miss Alice
,
Comprehensive Change in
if British Captain and
Hand
All
Civil
Rules
Service
Pay
Charges
Lieutenant

OCCURS RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED SIX
Congresa to Adopt Stringent
Clause in Statehood Bill Prohibit-

Urging

ing Such

A

All Gamb-

ling

Between Attormy Hughes and Richard
a. iweuurdy, President of Mutual
Life Insurance
Company,

TO COLLECT

NO. 205.

Practice.

Tucson, Oct. 17.

A

special

from

MAY BE SANE- -

Hubert Work Declares That Roswell Young Man Has Recovered
His Reason.

Dr.

Pueblo, Colo., Oct.

-

Hans Hale
man from
Roswell, New Mexico, who was separ
ated from his young wife just at the
close of the honeymoon to be confined
in Woodcroft
sanitarium, recovered
his reason?
In a petition filed in the county
court here Dr. Herbert Work declares that Hortenstein is perfectly
sane and accordingly
Judge Mirick
has directed Dr. R. F. Donnell and Dr.
C. B. Marmaduke
to examine
the
young man and report to the court, as
to his mental condition.
Mrs. Hortenstein has visited her
husband since he has been confined at
Woodcroft and she has been gratified
to find him much better at each mic- ceeding visit. Hortenstein will proba
bly be brought before Judge Mirick in
the county court by the physicians appointed by the court, and if they report the patient to be sane he will be
released from Woodcroft
the
by
court's orders to jbin the young wife
from whom he was so cruelly separ
17.

Hortenstein, the young

SENT ON GOODS FROMORIENT MAY REMOVE EMPLOYE ESCORTWERECOWARDS

Island of Martinique and Aggressive
Measures Will Be Resorted to if

Necessary.

Prescott says that the Arizona Asso
ciation of Congregational ministers has
adopted a resolution urging Congress
to adopt in the Arizona statehood bill
a prohibition against the licensine: of
gambling, lotteries and tne sale of in
toxicating liquors in the state of Ari
zona, claiming the same protection for
Arizona Indians and citizens of the
state as provided in the Oklahoma bill.
HALE H0RTENSTEIN

To

WARSHIPS

Paris, Oct. 17 The departure of
the armored cruiser De Saix from
Cherbourg for the island of Martini
que, French West Indies, inaugurates
preparations for dealing with the
Venezuelan question with a strong
hand, If President Castro persists in
his present course. The De Salx will
be met by two other cruisers at Brest
and the three will proceed to the
French West Indies where they will
be joined by three other French warships. It is understood that if no set
tlement is made before the arrival of
the ships a demonstration in the nature of a blockade of the Venezuelan
ports will be resorted to.
HARROWING STORY OF SUFFER.
IN6 AND SHIPWRECK

Six Seamen Die From Exposure,
ger and Thirst Only Two
Survive.

Hun-

Anioint May Riach $60,000 Export!
uon munitions or war to Dominican Republic Prohibited.
17. President
Oct.
Washington,
Roosevelt
lias informed Secretary
Shaw to collect lesal dutv on all rinH- able articles brought back from the
Orient by Miss Alice Roosevelt. Th
total duty is expected to amount to
nearly $00,000.
President Prohibits Exportation of
Arms to Dominican Republic.
.Washington, Oct. 17. The exporta-i.of arms, ammunition and muni.
lions of war from any port in the TTni.
ted States and Porto Rico to any part
of the Dominican Republic is prohibit- ed by presidential proclamation
is
sued at the state department todav.
I his action is
taken after a consnlta
tion with the Dominican government
:md is intended to assist it in its ef
fort to prevent perennial revolutions
ATTACK

Cabinet

Officer

Can Summarily

Dia

charge Any Person in His Department Guilty of Miseonduet.
Washington, Oct. 17. An amend
ment to the civil service rules, which
is sweeping and comprehensive in Its
character, was authorized today by
rresident Roosevelt. Hereafter a cab
inet officer will have the Dower to re
move summarily and without hearing
any civil service employe in his de
partment, who, to the personal knowl
edge of the head of the department,
has been guilty of misconduct or who
is Inefficient in the performance of
his duties. With personal knowledge
oi sucn tne cabinet officer at the head
of a department has absolute
power.

"The birthday anniversary of
John R. McFie, of the First Judicial
District of New Mexico, occurred on
Monday, October 9, and as the court
is in session at Aztec now. a gather
ing of San Juan citizens and court officials was held at Green's hall to
show the high esteem in which this
gentleman is held by those most com
petent to judge. A program of in
strumental and vocal music was Inter
spersed with speeches. A. M. Bereere
presiding at the piano.
"On behalf of the court officials a
handsome traveling case was present
ed to Judge McFie and the citizens
showed their regard by giving a handsome Navaho blanket. The speeches
were of the order that promotes good
feeling, and the occasion throughout
was one that will be remembered
with pleasure by every admirer of
Judge McFie." San Juan County Index.

Claim Made That C. s. Thnm
f
Colorado, Suggested Alteration
of Records.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 17. A story of
a North Atlantic shipwreck in which
Council Bluffs, la.. Oct. 17. An at- so fearfully
eight 'seamen suffered
from exposure, hunger and thirst that tack on the professional conduct nt
former Governor C. S. Thomas of Colsix of them either died outright, we
washed away, or crazed by their orado, an attorney in the noted Port
fearful experience, or threw themselves land mining suit for stocks and divi
into the sea, was told yesterday by the dends to the value of $1,000,000. is
two survivors of the coasting schoon- contained in an affidavit by J. R.
er Van Name and King of New Hav- lifechoff, of Colorado Springs, which
nas just been filed here. Bischoff
en, which was beaten to pieces by a
in effect that Mr. Thomas
charges
gale off the South Carolina coast on
suggested the alteration of the Port
October 6.
The two men who lived through land Gold Mining Company's records
the five days and were rescued by the in oruer to prevent James Dovle. the
schooner Stillman of Kelly, which plaintiff in the case, from recovering
A0U0 shares that the books showed
arrived, here late last evening, are were
his property.
William Thomas and William G. Warin
the
trial of the Portland suit last
29
ner, both about
years old, six feet
inches tall and hall from Anti-gua- , spring, Bischoff was a witness for
three
ated.
British West Indies. The six James F. Burns, the defendant, havine
previously served as a private secre
who one by one succumbed were:
tary to Burns and also a bookkeeper
PROMOTER FILES PETI
ORGANIZE FOR BIG ROUND-UP- .
Captain William A. Maxwell, of or
the company. He now states that
TION IN BANKRUPTCY New Jersey; Mate E. A. Chase, home
he had a conversation with Burns and
Stockmen of Northern Dona Ana and
unknown ; colored seamen, William
Thomas over the 2,000 shares. Thom
Alfred
both
of
Eastern Sierra Counties Meet
and
Assets Are $4,000 and Liabilities Griswell,
Arthur,
as is quoted as saying: "That is em
America.
and Combine Forces.
Russell Sage Among
$495,474
barrassing for us, and I will never be
Principal Creditors.
satisfied until the stock ledger is reThe stockmen of northern Dona
DECLARE THAT BEVER- written."
Ana County and eastern Sierra Coun
New York, Oct. 17. James A.
Bischoff claims Thomas intimated to
IDGE WAS INCORRECT
met at Rincon last week and or
Simmons, a promoter and contractor,
im that he was the only man compe ty
for the purpose of having ev
ganized
has filed a petition in bankruptcy, with
tent to
the ledger, as the
in that section repreAssert
Indiana
cattleman
That
ery
Congressmen
nomliabilities placed at $495,474 and
original was in his hand writing.
sented at a general roundup which
Senator's Statement of Arizona
inal assets of $4,000 in bonds of the
will begin on November 1st, begin
Conditions is Untrue.
Richmond Standard Steel Spike and
ning at the six mile lake, about six
FILIPINOS ARRANGE
Iron Company. His liabilities are prinmiles southeast of Engle.
Prescott, Ariz., Oct. 17. The concipally on notes for borrowed money
BANQUET FOR BRYAN
C. T. Turner was selected as chair
on open accounts and upon a deficiency gressional party yesterday paid a visman
in
towns
and N. G. Logan secretary. F.
to
a
the
it
of
number
mining
judgment for foreclosure of mortgage.
Former Insurgents Gomez and Luchans
PresC. Pierce, foreman for Mr. Turney
section
rich
mining
surrounding
Russell
are
Simmons
creditors
Among
and Lopez Family Principals in
boss and Rob
A portion of the government forwas appointed round-uSage for $21,095, and the Wilson Coun- cott.
the Movement.
s
deve'l-opboss. Rules and regherd
It
ert
was
est
reserve
Burch,
Inspected.
Oil
for
of
$43,900.
Texas,
ty
Company
were
ulations governing the round-uthat every camp visited was unanManila, Oct. 17. Preparations are adopted and it was the unanimous verimously opposed to joint statehood. A
being made here for an elaborate re dict that this organization would lead
ONE MORE FOR OKLAHOMA.
telegram was received by the delega- ception and
banquet to be tendered to more thorough work on the range
tion from Kingman, saying that the
The Texas, Guthrie & Gulf Railroad is whole town was opposed to the meas- to William J. Bryan on his arrival and give both the big and small stock
in Manila, by native Filipinos, prin- men an
Granted a Charter Roswell Man
ure. Adams and Miner, of Wisconequal chance to brand and
among whom are the former
cipal
in the Directorate.
Both
in
their stray stock.
were
the
only speakers.
sin,
Gomez and Luchans, and gather
reiterated their determination to fight insurgents,
the famous Lopez family. American
Guthrie, Okla., Oct. 17. The Texas, for separate statehood for Arizona, deFORTY PERSONS ARE INJURED.
Tulsa & Gulf Railroad, capitalized at claring that the Beveridge report was admirers of Bryan are holding aloof
from the Filipinos and will give him
$10,000,000 has been granted a char- incorrect as to existing conditions in
a separate banquet.
St. Petersburg Police and Striking
ter. The road will cover territory Arizona.
Printers of Government Bureau
from Tulsa to Matagorda Bay, Texas,
Have an Encounter.
and eventually connect with Kansas
JERRY SIMPSON AT DEATH'S DOOR.
GOVERNOR'S SON
Is
L.
Howard
directorate
The
City.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 17 In an en
GETS APPOINTMENT
Lee, Oklahoma City; M. H. Smythe,
Attending Phyicians State That Ex- - counter between the police and the
W.
H.
Pentecost,
Gainesville, Texas;
Congressman Can Hardly Live
striking printers at the government
24 Hours.
Guthrie; J. W. Helt, Oklahoma City; Walter S. Kibbey Named as Assistant
of printing and engraving this
bureau
M. S. Lee, Oklahoma City; D. B. MerUnited States Attorney for
afternoon, forty persons were injured,
ry, Roswell, New. Mexico, and War17.
Arizona.
Wichita, Kans., Oct.
but none seriously. The printers had
ren Snyder.
gressman Jerry Simpson is at death's attempted to hold a meeting against
Phoenix, Oct. 17. It is announced door. He has been unable to take orders.
that Walter S. Kibbey, son of Gover- nourishment since yesterday and his
COULD ABOLISH ALL WAR.
nor J. H. Kibbey, has been appointed physicians say that his death is only
CONDEMNED NEGRO IS HANGED.
as assistant United States attorney a question of how long ho can hold
Andrew Carnegie, in Address at Uni for
out in this condition.. The end may
Arizona, to succeed C. I.
versity, Suggests That Three
who resigned to practice come at any hour and the physicians Kentucky
Mob Takes Law Into Its
Countries Can Do It.
Own Hands and Lynches Virgil
law in Bisbee.
Young Kibbey was say he can hardly survive twenty-fou- r
Bowers a Murderer.
deputy clerk of the district hours in any event.
St. Andrews. Scotland. Oct. 17. An formerly
court of this district, but recently rewas
as
Lord
installed
drew Carnegie
moved to Prescott where he became
London. Ky.. Oct. 17 Virgil Bow
FAIR BUSINESS IN WOOL MARKET.
Record of the University here today. a
S.
gento
E.
Clark,
attorney
partner
ers, a negro, was taken from the coun
stated eral
In his address Mr. Carnegie
of Arizona. Governor Kibbey
jail here last night and hanged for
that five nations, or even three, band; says he was very much surprised at Dealers Are Strong Holders, Believing ty
of Geonre Farrls, a wealthy
murder
That Natural Tendency of Prices
ed together in a league of peace and the
Bowers had just been
dealer.
lumber
appointment.
Wilt Be Upwards.
inviting all other nations to join them
sentenced to life imprisonment for the
could banish all war in the future. He
deed.
SHEEP SHIPMENTS HEAVY.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 17. A fair
suggested that Great Britain, , France
marbusiness is under way In the wool
and the United States could combine
Santa Fe Central Railway Has Han ket. Practically all dealers are strong IRVING'S BODY BENEATH
and banish war.
STATUE OF SHAKESPEARE.
dled Since October First, 17,000
holders and they consider that the
will
be
of
Head 9,000 More Contracted.
up
natural
prices
tendency
FIVE TONS OF MOLTEN
London, Oct. 17. A spot alongside
ward, for October at least.
METAL EXPLODES
Garrick's grave In poet's corner, West
The Santa Fe Central today handled
28 cars containing 4,150 sheep from PASSENGER TRAIN DERAILED
minster Abbey has been selected for
One Man
NEAR CHEYENNE, WYOMING, the burial place of Sir Henry Irving,
Killed, Three Fatally Estancia, billed to Fort Morgan, Colo
Burned and Six Severely Injured
and the body will therefore He direct
rado, via the Denver & Rio Grande.
at Joliet Steel Plant.
Snyder & Roedger are the shippers.
Cheyenne, Oct. 17. A disastrous ly beneath the statue of Shakespeare.
Tomorrow 20 cars will be sent from wreck occurred on the Cheyenne &
' Chicago, Oct. 17. Five tons of Stanley with 3,000 sheep for the same Northern, 30 miles north of Cheymne LARGE SHEEP SHIPMENT
molten metal exploded today at the firm and destination Kansas City. today. Twenty persons are reported
FROM OTERO COUNTY.
Joliet plant of the Illinois Steel Com- Thursday 17 cars will be handled from Injured, three probably fatally. The
pany. One man Is dead, three are Torrance, with 2,500 sheep fcr W. P. northbound train was derailed on a
This week F. E. Baker will ship
from Tularosa, Otero County, 5,000
fatally burned and half a dozen so Mclntyre, destination Monte Vista, sharp curve.
lambs to Illinois, where they will be
badly burned that they may die. Many Colorado, and Friday 20 cars with
others suffered severe burns on the 3,000 sheep for Sylvester Brothers of
If It's worth printing;, you will find fattened for market. The sale price
the same place.
feet and hands.
was $3.60 a head.
it in tin New
'

p

p

Me-Joa-

Crucial

Riff Tribesman
Moment-M-

ay

Desert et

Mean

Fur-

ther Moroccan Complications.
Tangier,

Morocco,

Oct.

17.

Two

British marine officers have been captured and carried off by the Aniera
tribe while returning to Ceuta from
the British repair ship, Assistance, re
cently wrecked in Tetuan Bay.
Escort

Were Cowards and Deserted
Officers.
The officers captured are Caotaln
John E. Crowther and Lieutenant Ed
ward A. Shatton, of the Royal Marines.
They had an escort of 21 Riff tribesmen and were attacked by half a
dozen Angeras under the brother of
Valiente, the brigand chief who was
The
recently arrested at Tangier.
IN HONOR OF JUDGE McFIE.
Riffs fled and the two officers were
The same band later"
overpowered.
San Juan County Citizens and Court assassinated the Governor of Ceuta
and his son.
Officials Remember Anniversary
of His Birth.

CN FORMER GOVERNOR

Ex-Co- n

Twenty-en- e

SENTENCED TO PENITENTIARY.

Given Ten Years for
Rape Other News of District
Court for San Juan County.
The third days' session of the First
Judicial District Court for San Juan
County, was called to order Wednesday morning in the court room at
the county court house in Aztec, Judge
John R. McFie and other court officials present.
The following cases were called:
No. 314, F. E. Hyde, Jr., vs. J. E.
Elmer, sheriff; and No. 315, H. P.
Wetherlll vs. J. E. Elmer,
sheriff.
suits In replevin. Trial by jury and
verdicts returned in favor of the
plaintiffs. Motions for a new trial In
each case were made but not acted
upon.
Court then adjourned until Thurs
day morning at 9 o'clock.
Court met Thursday morning as per
adjournment and the following busi
ness was had:
The grand jury returned the following indictments:
Territory of New Mexico vs.
rape; James W. Reagan,
murder; George Burrows, assault with
weapon (two indictments);
deadly
John Pondiker, et al., Nick Kostovos,
John Dagiames, Tom Jeffers, John
Pondiker, and Gust Kolumbus, destroy
ing railroad track.
The following cases were then
called:
No. 217, Territory of New Mexico
vs.
rape, found guilty
and sentenced to ten years In the pen-

I

itentiary.

No. 314, Fred E. Hyde vs. J. E.
Elmer, sheriff, and Marietta P. Weth
erlll vs. J. E. Elmer, sheriff, suits In
replevin in which a motion for appeal
to the supreme court had been made.
The appeal was granted.
Court then adjourned until Friday
morning at 9 o'clock.
Court convened Friday morning at
9 o'clock as per adjournment with all
officials present.
Case No. 361, W. T. Mullarky, ad
ministrator, vs. Charles M. Butler, et
al, was called. The suit was for $500
damages which were allowed.
UNITED AFTER FIFTEEN YEARS.

Louie Marchino Left His Home and
Sweetheart in Sunny Italy to
Make Fortune in America.
Some twelve or fifteen years ago
Louie Marchino left his home and
sweetheart In sunny Italy and crossed
th turbulent Atlantic Ocean to Amer
ica where he came to make his for
tune. He worked and touea in me
coal mines in Colorado and prospect-r- t
in the gold fields of New Mexico.
Success at last crowned his efforts
when he sold a small part of his interest in the Independence mine, near
Elizabethtown, Colfax County, New
Mexico, for a neat little sum. He at
once sent for his sweetheart who had
waited so lone for her gallant knight
and last week met her at Springer.
The happy couple was soon united m
the holy bonds and last Saturday
gave a reception to many of Louie's
They wm
friends at Elizabethtown.
make their future home there.

f
V

FOUR CHINAMEN ARE
DEPORTED FROM LAS CRUCES.

Last week at Las Cruces, Dona Ana
County, United States Commissioner
E. A. Chaffee ordered four Chinamen
deported to their native country. Three
of these had no defense to make
while the fourth told very conflicting
stories.
Legal blanks of every description,
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico, are on hand and for t&la by
the New Mexican Printing Company.
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A DEMORALIZING FORCE.
Says the Tucson Dally Star:
"There Is nothing in the rumor that
gambling will again be opened in
the
Tucson because of
shortage
which will come to the school fund,
'
of gambecause of the
Licensed
gambling
bling license.
will never again make its appearance
11' our
in Tucson.
public schools can
not be maintained without gambling
license funds then we had better
close the schools. This day and generation is for the education of boys
and girls, but not at the expense of
their morals and manly und womanly
j

character."
Fortunately, Santa Fe is not deof its
'pendent for the maintenance

-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier ......$ .25
Dally, per month, by carrier .... 1.00
75
Daily, per month, by mall
one yar by mall
7.50
six months, by mall
4.00
2 00
Daily, three months, by mall . .
2.00
Weekly, per year
Weekly," six months
1.00
75
Weekly, per quarter
25
Weekly, per month
The New Mexican Is the oldest
newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
to every postofflce in the Territory,
md has a large and growing clrcula- tion among the Intelligent and
people of the Southwest.
pro-greisl- v

public school system upon the money
in
derived from gambling licenses,
fact, the share contributed to the
lic school fund and for municipal
tne filming devices in Sar.M
1)0H0S
Is so ridiculously small as to be a
reproach to the city administration.
On this same subject the Roswell
Daily Record says:
"If the same conditions did not prevail in other towns of New Mexico,
people would hesitate about sending
their boys to attend a military in
stitute or any other kind of school
is
in a city where open gambling
allowed."
Said a leading citizen and property
owner of Santa Fe yesterday: "Yon
would be surprised to learn how many
people give New Mexico the go-bbecause gambling is legalized by the
It is not. only a serious
Territory.
i
i f
i. l
our cuizensnip
uui iuhu
upon
reproucn
!
pub-Dail-

pur-Dail-

b--

v

FIRE INSURANCE NEEDS AIRING.
Some of the fire insurance journals
maintain that any regulation of the
Insurance business by Congress would
be unconstitutional being without the
powers granted by the states through
the constitution to the federal government. The doctrine of state, tights
received a severe shock somewhere
along 18G5 at a place called Appoma-toand it is apt to receive another
shock when Congress gets a hold of
the Insurance business.
Former Assistant United States Attorney General James M. Beck, in an address to
the fire underwriters of the northwest
pointed out a way of overcoming any
question of state rights by declaring
that the insurance business is interstate commerce and therefore plainly
within the power of legislation by the
In addition
he
federal government.
said: "This much is sure: That what
the American
people imperatively
need in the matter of government
they ultimately get, and either Injudicial interpretation or by formal amendment the central government will one
day assume the supervision of this
most important and beneficent form

jACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.

THE

x

I

t ...

wJuul lt
was SpHS byV

IRRIGATION.
DeH

T

1

quity, in tact, the greatest empires ot
the ancient world were established in
agricultural valleys irrigated by the
waters of the Euphrates, the Tigris,
the Aces, and the Nile. And as old
as irrigation, so old is irrigation law.
A real service from a historical
as
well as a legal standpoint, has been
done therefore by E. F. Ware, an attorney of Topeka, Kansas, who is one
of the counsel of, the state of Kansas
in the Kansas-Coloradwater suit, in
a compilation just published
under
the title of "The Roman Water Law."
In its introductory part the book
briefly reviews the laws governing
flowing waters in ancient times. He
quotes Herodotus who told of the superiority of agriculture by irrigation
over agriculture which had to depend
upon the'rainfall for success. The old
historian said: "The land of Assyria
is but little watered by rain, and that
little nourishes the root of the corn.
However, the stalk grows up, and the
grain comes to maturity by being irrigated .from the river, not, as in
Egypt, .by the river overflowing the
fields, but it is irrigated by the hand
and by engines. For the Babylonian
territory, like Egypt, is intersected by
canals, and the largest of these is
navigable, stretching in the direction
of the winter sunrise; and it extends
from the Euphrates to another river.
the river Tigris, on which the city of
Nineveh stood. This is, of all lands,
with which we are acquainted, by far
the best for the growth of corn; it
it is so fruitful in the produce of corn
that it yields continually two hun
dredfold, and when it produces its
best it yields even three hundredfold.
The blades of wheat and barley grow
there to full four fingers in breadth;
and .though I well know to what a
"height millet and sesame grow, I
shall not mention it, for I am well
assured that, to those who never have
been in. the Babylonian country, what
has been said concerning its productions will appear to many incredible."
The code of Hamurabbi, written
four thousand years ago, contained the
following provisions, timely in part
to this day, as quoted by Mr. Wear in
his very interesting work:
"Any one failing to keep his irrigating dam in repair, and through his
neglect and laziness a break occurs
in the dam and his neighbor's lands
are flooded by the overflow of the
water therefrom, he shall compensate
the owner of the damaged land for
his loss of grain or other property occasioned by the overflow.
"In the event he is unable to repay or make good the damage incurred
by his neglect, his property is to be
sold, and 'those incurring damage
through his negligence are to divide
his property among themselves in accordance with the extent of the several losses occasioned by his negligence. '.
"If any one opens his canal for the
purpose1 of irrigation in a negligent
manner,' and thereby floods the fields
of his neighbors, he shall be held to
account to those neighbors and to
pay them grain corresponding with
their losses.
"Any one negligently and maliciously found to be guilty of flooding his
neighbor's tillable fields shall measure
out to that neighbor 'gan' for every
ten 'gur' of grain destroyed thereby.
"If any one steal a water wheel
from the field he is to give the owner
five shekels of money upon proof of
his guilt'
"If he steals a dipping bucket or
a plow, he is to give three shekels of
money to the owner upon proof of his
guilt."
Thus, with every turn of the page,
'
one finds interesting facts to show
how "modern" these "ancients" were
or proof of the antiquity of irrigation
works.
o
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move into a community where their
children are exposed to the insinuating temptation of legalized gambling;
nor will a wise capitalist establish
manufacturing or other industries emof
ploying labor where the earnings
exworkingmen are certain to a large
tent to find their way into the capacious pockets of the green cloth fra0I.

mother

ternity."
GARDENS.
At the meeting of Indian educators
at Asbury Park, in connection with
the National Educational Association
convention, Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent of the United States Indian
Training School, in speaking of the
need of Indian day schools said:
"There should be a school garden,
should be fenced, and
the grounds
flower gardens and lawns should take
the place of unkept and untidy yards."
What applies to the day schools of
the Indians, in this respect, certainly
also applies to the public schools of
the Territory. There is no excuse for
x school yard being anything but a
beauty spot, especially not in cities
like Santa Fe. It is to be hoped that
with the completion of the fine central
school building in Santa Fe, a new
leaf will be turned by those having
the. supervision of the public schools
in this city and that every
school
building, no matter how humble, will
next spring and summer be surroundand
ed by lawns, flower gardens,
where the space permits, will demonstrate what can be done with the hoe
and water in New Mexico in the line
of raising vegetables.
In fact, that
part of the Fort Marcy Reservation
not occupied or sold by next year
should be made a school garden
where the pupils will be given the
best and cheapest manual training to
be obtained anywhere. What is good
enough in that line for Boston, Phila
delphia, Cleveland and Los Angeles
should be good enough for Santa Fe.
SCHOOL

The El Paso &
Southwestern
Railroad is still considering the buildline from Dawson to
ing of a cut-of- f
Torrance via Las Vegas. The New
Mexican wishes that this project will
soon be beyond the considering point
and will have become a reality. New
Mexico cannot have too many railways
and Las Vegas especially, offers many
advantages as a railroad center that
railway constructors cannot always
overlook. It has always commanded
a large trade territory and the moun
tain valleys tributary to 'it are rich
not only in agricultural resources but
will eventually have many producing
mines besides being favorite resorts
of summer visitors and sportsmen. If
there is any city in the Territory that
has promise for a prosperous and per
manent future, despite occasional set
backs, it is Las Vegas.

Tent life in the Southwest as a specific for consumption is finding many
new adherents each year and'iin consequence tents have become a noticeable feature in every southwestern
settlement. They add little to the
and nothing at all to the
beauty of western towns but they have
come to stay and the best thing to
do about them is to adopt reasonable
municipal restrictions which will keep
tents out of the business districts and
will compel their owners to submit to
sanitary regulations and inspection.
The police powers of incorporated municipalities are sufficiently wide in
latitude to cover all reasonable re
strictions which can and ought to be
Imposed.

The Tawney Congressional
party
from which the Joint Statehood
League expected a confirmation of its
dictum that separate statehood for
Owing to its advertising patron- New Mexico and Arizona are out of
age, the Raton Range has increased the question, has come to quite a dif
from four to eight pages and is issued ferent conclusion, especially
after
instead of weekly as learning the true sentiment of the
twice
formerly. It has three one page ad- people in Arizona and New Mexico
vertisements in its last issue. It is which is dead set against any mes
of prosperity and alliance of the two territories. Of
from evidences
growth of that kind that the outside course, the members of the Joint
infTAd to tint a tnwn nmnlintn to Statehood League are much better
,.v,ti
from a business or any other stand- - J posted than Congressman Tawney and
""
his fellow members of Congress!
point.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and crlminaj dockets especially for the use of justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled,, with printed headings, In either
Spanish or English, mada of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas sides, have full Index in front and
the fees of Justices " the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
Inches.
page. The pages are 10
These books are made up In c'vil and
criminal dockets, separate, of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in on book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To in
troduce them they are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combination civil and criminal .. $5.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted. Address,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re
quires probate clerks to poet three
copies of the new law In conapicuou
places in each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly on
card board and is now ready to fill orders in English or Spanish at fifty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders immediately
as the law goes into effect on April 14,
1908.

A "WANT AD" will bring

results.
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A handsome Leather Card Case.
Cut out this Ad and send to us with Name
ana iaaress, ana we send to you as soon as possible.
Address
Um
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what it is, and what it does.
If at this time every expectant man
and wife might know of this greatest
of boohs, devised for the express
purpose of alleviating and disp filing
the suffering and consequent danger
of chila-Dinhow quickly would all
doubt and worry be dissipated.
Mother's Friend is an invaluable
liniment for external massage, through
whose potent agency countless mothers have been enabled to experience
the joy. of parturition for the first
time without danger to themselves or
their off spring,
BRADFIELO REGULATOR CO.,

Atlanta,

, i .V,
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MULLEN

BLUETT CLOTHING CO.

&

First Spring Sts. Los Anqeles, Cal.
LARGEST DEALERS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' CLOTHING FURNISHINGS AND HATS. "THE STORE OF QUALITY."
&
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hotel

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West

SOME SEASONABLE ADVICE.

It may be a piece of superfluous
to urge people at this season of
the year to lay in a supply of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It Is almost
sure to be needed before winter is
over, and much more prompt and satisfactory results are obtained when
taken as soon as a cold Is contracted
and before it has become settled in the
system, which can only be done by
keeping the remedy at hand. This
e

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe,

A JUDICIOUS INQUIRY.
A well known traveling man who
visits the drug trade says he has often
heard druggists inquire of customers
who asked for a cough medicine,
whether it was wanted for a child or
for an adult, and if for a child they
Chamalmost invariably recommend
berlain's Cough Remedy. The reason
for this is that it always cures. There
is not the least danger in giving it,
and for coughs, colds and croup it is
unsurpassed. For sale by all drug-

Sick headache Is caused by a disordered condition of the stomach and Is
quickly cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and Over Tablets. For sale by
all druggists.

loin

(Homestead Entry No. 5878.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

September

14, 1905.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
and receiver at Santa .F, New Mexi
co, on
NOVEMBER 1, 1905.
of Coyote,
viz: FLORENOIO VTGIT
New Mexico, ftr the SE 2 NB
Sec. 22, and SW
NW
and NW
Sec. 23, T. 21 N R. 3 E.,
SW
N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Preclliano Martinez, Caslano Galle-gos- ,
Antonio Serrano, Jesur Maria
Serrano, all of Coyote New Mexlso.
FRED. MULLER,
Receiver. I
1--
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gpiegelberg.
San Francisco Street.
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Wares and Curios

.

Baskets,
Rag, Wax, Featehr and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

OUR

DJ0 CALIEfllTE I(0T SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- a
Station, on tlhe Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 leet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hSlel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of

t..3se waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 r. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.
JW.

Ojo Caliente, Taos County,

N
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IPapera

Daily

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
JACOB WELTMER . .

and Hotel.

Regular meals only 25 cents 'they
would cost 50 cents elsewhere. Short
orders at moderately reasonable
prices. The best of everything al
ways on hand in its proper season.

1-- 4
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THE WAY TO LIVE.

Ton Lunch Counter

Mexico

w

257

Better live rich than die rich. Many
who skimp themselves
would live
rich if they would only hoard at the
Bon

XTe--
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remedy is so widely known and so altogether good that no one should hesitate about buying it in preference to
any other. It Is for sale by all druggists.

What New Mexico gains every time,
farmer comes to this Territory and
reclaims land that was formerly good
the
only for grazing, is indicated by susfact that 23 acres are necessary to
tain one man on fresh meat. The
same space of laud, in wheat, will feed
42 people; in oats 88 people, in potatoes or Indian corn 176, and in fruit gists,
or vegetable crops, if intensely cultiHave your stationery printed by the
vated, 300. Hurrah for the farmer!
New Mexican Printing Company.
B. S.
ThA mention of
Rodey's name for the governorship is
pofpi vine1 the mdst enthusiastic ac INSOMNIA AND INDIGESTION CURED
claim in the Democratic camp, which
"Last year I had a very severe atla nnt nnssine strange considering the
tack of indigestion. I could not sleep
history of the past fourteen months.
at night and suffered most excruciatfor three hours after each
ing
Deafness Cannot be Cur d meal.pains
I was troubled this way for
by local applications, as they cannot reach about three months when
I used
the diseased portion of the ear. There Is only
one way to cure deafness, and that Is by Chamberlain's
Stomach and. Liver
is
caused
Deafness
constitutional remedies.
Tablets, and received immediate reby an inflamed condition of the mucous Un
lug of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube lief," says John Dixon, Tullamore, OnIs Inflamed you haye a rumbllngr sound or
For sale by all drugImperfect hearing, and when it Is entirely tario, Canada.
olosed, Deafness is the result, and unless the gists.
Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
The New Mexican Printing Company
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces. has on hand a large supply of pads and
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that tablets suitable for school work, the
cannot be oured by Hall's Catarrh Cure desk and also for
lawyers and merSend for clroulars. free.
CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
chants; good anywhere. We will sell
P.J.
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
them at five cents In book form but
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
will give a discount on quantities.
a

,M

-.-

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample-RoomsSteam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button.we do the rest.

Mother's Friend

interstate intercourse."
By the way: What makes the fire
insurance
companies so dead set
against federal legislation on the subject of insurance? Is it, perhaps, as
the New Mexican has intimated before, that the management of the fire
insurance companies is even more rotten than that of the big life insurance
companies;

The fathers of this nation did not
believe in joining two commonwealths
into one state for the federal consti
tution expressly provides that two
states or portions of two states cannot
be constituted one state unless with
of
the consent of the legislatures
Wouldn't it
both states concerned.
be just, before passing a joint statehood bill, for Congress, to ask the
opinion of the New Mexico legislature...n,i the Arizona legislature.' ioriuIs
nately, the joint statehood specter
oeaa
as
be
soon
will
and
rprertine
as are politically some of its advocates.

fe
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The first is the most crucial time.
If for the first time the greatest
event in your married lives is about
to occur, how expectant, how wrapt
up in it you find yourselves.
You try to overlook, but in vain,
that element of uncertainty and danger that you have been led to expect
from the experience of those mothers
and fathers who have struggled
through this ordeal in ignorance of

of

The learned editor of an exchange
informed the
newspaper
recently
world that it is as plain as ABC,
that North America was populated
from Asia. Now comes the Cosmopolitan in its November issue and maintains that Asia, and in fact, all the
rest of the world, was populated by
people from America. However, most
scientists will continue to assert
that very little can or will ever be
known as to the origin of the North
American Indian or of the Mongolian
races, the New Mexico editor and the
writer in the Cosmopolitan to the con
trary notwithstanding.
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THE GREATEST EPOCH
OF MARRIAGE
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VAI ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage
Fted Stabl

ln Connection.

ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P. WUN8CHMANN

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

A

CO.'t OFFICE.

Fresh Fruits in Season!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

1--

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe. N. M.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,
,

Floral Designs.

Telephone No. 12, P. O. Box 457.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tcesday, October i 7, J 905.

THE FIRST

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT ONCE,

BANK J

NATIONAL

According to Ingalls, and Ingalls was a smart man. You may not altogether agreeher agree with him on this proposition; some people do
you must admit that it Is a smart man who recognizes Opportunity when
they meet. The home of Opportunity la now at

OF SANTA FE.

THE GATEWAY

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonoy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully

Willard Town and Improvement Company.
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. M. BERQER, Secretary.

g

.

n-i-

Carl

A. Dalles,

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBET T, Agent, Eetancla, New Mexico.
manager of The John Becker Co. store at WUlard has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS

COMMUNICATION FROM

About 4,000 sheep were dipped last
week at the Secundino Romero ranch
in San Miguel County.
Mrs. Pearl Jacklin died in Albu
querque last week, the remains being
shipped to her home in Chicago,
Mrs. Juanita Ortega died at Las
Vegas last week at the age of (10
years, after a lingering illness from
dysentery.
A permanent athletic club has been
AM, KINDS Of BUILDING MATERIA!,
at the American Lumber
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove organized
Company's plant in Albuquerque and
a football team has been formed.
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
Work on the new office
of
Part of the City::: the Santa Fe Railway has building
andHAGAN
been commenced at Las Vegas and the buildTRANSF ER and ST OR AGE: We Haul Everything Movable
ing will be completed in three months.
Branch Office and Yards at Cerrillos, N. M,
Mrs. Sara Crespin, aged CO years,
Phone 35 Santa Fe.
died at her home on the west side in
Las Vegas last Friday, interment be- ng made in the west Hide, cemetery
Saturday.
Is already making
Albuquerque
preparations to entertain the Territorial Educational meeting to be held
in the Duke City during the Christmas holidays.
Miss Isabel Latta, formerly a train
ed nurse at Las Vegas, died in
Minnesota, the first of the month.
She had many friends in Las Vegas
and San Miguel County.
Sunnyside, Guadalupe County," is to
have another general merchandise
store, the Vandewart Mercantile Com
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
pany having commenced excavations
for a new building there.
Marcos Sais, of Chaperito, San Mi
guel County, and Miss Rosita Aragon,
Day Telepone 35.
of El Agila, San Miguel County, last
Sundays and Nights at Mrs. I. B. Hanna, Res. 113. Johnson St. Tel. 14a week took
out a license entitling them
to become man and wife.
Before Judge Ira A. Abbott at Al
buquerque last Friday E. L. T.
a colored man, was found not
;uilty on a charge . of picking the
pockets of Pedro Contreras.
Three thousand six hundred lambs,
AND EUROPEAN PLAN
AMERICAN
purchased by Culp Brothers from
Charles Ilfeld and William Frank,
were shipped from the Las Vegas
stock yards last Friday to Kansas
City.
Mrs. Gertrude Thomas has
suit in the Fourth Judicial District
Meals 25 cents. We have everything in season.
Court for Mora County asking for a
divorce from her husband, Howard
222 San Francisco Street.
South Side of Plaza. - Thomas, alleging desertion and

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

COAL

DUDROW & MONTEME

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Du-lut-

Dudrow's Office Building.

Refund Money

Short Orders Served a la Carte.
Santa Fe. New New Mexico.
6. Lupe Herrera and Son, Proprietors.
3

Albuquerque city authorities have
commenced war for the extermina
tion of stray canines. Hereafter, all
clogs found on the streets without the
proper tag will be confined for a few
days in the dog pound and then
killed.
lias Vegas people want a United
States fish hatchery located near that
citv and Territorial Fish and Game
Warden Page B. Otero is working to
ward that end. He has enlisted the
of Delegate to Congress
W. H. Andrews.
Louis Frederick Wachs, of Denver,
was married in Roswell last week to
Miss Edith Seymour Farris, formerly
bookkeeper in the office of the Roswell Daily Record. Mr. and Mrs.
Wachs have gone to Denver where Mr.
Wachs has a cosy home furnished.
A. V. Blair, who has been acting
us mailing clerk in the Las Vegas
postofflce for the past month, has resigned his position and gone to Flag
staff, Arizona, to take a position in
the lumber yard at that place. He
will be succeeded in the Las Vegas
postofflce by John Nash, who has
been clerk in the office of the secretary
of the cattle sanitary board.
Mrs. Alice Hill has filed suit for
divorce in the El Paso courts from
her husband, Henry Hill, living at An
thony, New Mexico. The plaintiff al
leges that her husband threatened to
take her life and that he is also living
with another woman. The case has
attracted considerable attention, as
both parties are well known in southern New Mexico and In El Paso, and
it is said that the next grand jury in
the Texas town may take up the case.

1

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security

For Sale at a Bargain a Nice
Six Room Brick Cottage.
MONEY
TO LEND
'Phone No. 156.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWELL,

MKW

MKXICO.

$

THE MILITARY 8CHOOL OP NEW MEXICO
Established and 8ttpported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

Colleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com
all conveniences.
electric-lightebaths, water-workplete; steam-heateTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session Is
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
well- R08WBLL is a noted health resort, 8,700 feet, above
watered. Sunshlneevery day from September to June.
REOENT8 Nathan Jaffa, W. Jl Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
Flnlsy and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address
COL, J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
d,

d,

if

Hyomei

Catarrh.

2--
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A FRIEND'S

and construction work of all kinds
planned and superintended. Office,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
phone 94.

Architects.

ADVICE.

'

HOLT & HOLT,

Architects and Civil Engineers,
Maps and surveys made, buildings

R. M. NAKE,

Architect and Builder.
Saata Fe,
Civil

New Mexico

Engineers and Surveyors.

CORBETT u, COLLINS.

....Civil and Mining Engineers
Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYING.
East 8lde Plaza.
Santa Fe. N. M.
U. S. Deputy

WAHTS
FOR RENT- - A new piano.
--

New Mexican.

Apply

FOR SALE One horse, can be used
with saddle or buggy. Apply Carl
Bishop.
FOR SALE CHEAP Several pairs
of chases, 6, 7 and 8 columns, with
metal side and end sticks, complete, at
New Mexican office, Santa Fe, N. M.
HO I OYSTERS, HO !
The first oysters of the season will
be found at Conway's Bon Ton Lunch
Counter, at reasonable prices.
And
they know how to cook them too !

If you cannot afford to pay for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings, it Is a
good paper to scad to your friends.
A "WANT AD" will

bring results.

Dray-llngto-

EVERY ROOM NEATLY FURNISHED

103 Palace Avenue.

Specialty.. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue Santa Fe, N. M.

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
To the Editor of the New Mexican.
Roswell, New Mexico.
I have been asked recently
if the Office Over Citizen's National Bank,
advertisements printed in your coE. C. ABBOTT,
lumns regarding Hyomei were true,
where I offer to refund the money if
Attorney at Law.
Practices 'in the District and Suthis treatment does not cure catarrh.
I wish you would please print this let- preme Courts.
Prompt and careful atter in as conspicuous a place as pos- tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties of
sible In your paer, saying that we absolutely agree to refund the money to Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Son
any purchaser of a Hyomei outfit if it Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
does not cure catarrh.
This outfit consists of an Inhaler of
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
a convenient size to be carried in the
(Late Surveyor General.)
vest pocket so that the user can breaAttorney at Law.
Santa Fe, - New Mexico.
the Hyomei four or five times daily.
With this is included a medicine drop Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
per and a bottle of Hyomei. 'The outFRANK W. CLANCY,
fit sells for $1.00 and is a most econo
mical treatment, for the inhaler fasts
Attorney at Law.
a lifetime and there is enough Hyomei (District Attorney for Second Judicial
for several weeks' use, while extra botDistrict.)
Practices in the District Courts and
tles can be obtained for 50 cents.
I trust this letter
will settle any the Supreme Court of the Territory,
doubts that may have arisen as to my also before the United States Supreme
willingness to refund the money for a Court ji Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Hyomei outfit, in case the purchaser
is not perfectly satisfied.
Respectfully yours,
Osteopathy.
A. C. IRELAND.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
SOMETHING ABOUT OYSTERS.
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
Oysters are of little good unless
cooked In the proper way. The Bon Successfully treats acute and chronic
Ton Lunch Counter has a cook who
diseases without drugs or
has spent most of his life as a special
medicines.
oyster cook. After you have eaten one
No charge for consultation.
of his stews or frys you will call for Hours:
m., 5 p. m. 'Phone 156
more. It is all in the cooking.
Offer to

Will Often Help You Greatly. Read
What a Santa Fe Citizen Says.
You may hesitate to listen to the ad
vise of strangers, but the testimony of
friends or residents of Santa Fe is
worth your most careful attention. It
is an easy matter to investigate such
proof as this. The evidence must be
conclusive. Read the following:
Juan A. Ortega,
of Lo-ma St., says:. "If all troubled with
pain in the back have that annoyance
ended as quickly as the use of Doan's
Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's
Pharmacy ended mine, then backache
due to kidney complaint would cease
to have any terrors for users of this
strengthening and curative preparation. No one in Santa Fe need be in
the least dubious about using Doan's
Mrs. Apolonia G. de Medina died
Pills if they require a mediin
El
Corazon, Kidneyto
last Friday at her home
cine
strengthen their kidneys."
San Miguel County, of fever. De
For
sale
by all dealers. Price 50
leaves
74
ceased was
years of age and
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
to
all married,
several
children,
New
sole
for
the United
York,
agents
mourn her demise.

m C0R0NAD0 HOTEL.

Egopnt

A. C. IRE-

LAND.

Does not Cure

(lew piexiGO

but

The hustling new town located at the punction of the Santa Fe Central and the Santa Fe Cut-Ofthe new trunk line from Chicago to the Pacific. It is
a natural gateway to all points of the compass; is surrounded by a fine grazing country with agricultural possibilities undeveloped; it has good water In
abundance at a depth of thirty-fiv- e
feet below the surface. It Is owned by the

Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.

money-transmittin-

not,

WKjLARD

The oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vki President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital 1150,000.

3

sea-leve- l;

Screened Domestic Lump $5.00 Per Ton.
Anthracite All Sizes. Trinidad Smithing.
Kindling. Grate and Cord Wood.
All

Orders Willl Receive Prompt and Careful Attention.

CAPITAL COAL ITJRJD.
OFFICE:.. Garfield

name Doan's

Remember the
take no other.

Ave.,

and

Attorney
-

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver' ills, keep you in good health.
TRY ITLTO-DASOo a. Bottle.
All Druggists.

at Law.
-

-

New Mexico.

HANNA 6 SPENCER,
Attorneys at Law.
'Phone 66.
Offices Griffin Block.
N. S. R08E.
Attorney at Law.
ESTANCIA : : : : NEW MEXICO

FOR SALE AT

FISCHER'S

The
hort
Line

A.

LLEWELLYN,
at Law.
Las Cruces, New rexlco.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.

Attor

A. W. POLLARD,

Doming,
(.

Attor..ey
'

at Law.

-

New Mexico.

District Attorney, Luna County.

EDWARD C. WACE,
Attorney at Law.
Practices in All the Courts.
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a

Specialty."
Las Cruces,

-

New Mexico.

El Paso, Mexico and Southwest
THE BEST LINE

Derive, Kansas City. Chicago, ana all
Baste

i

Bo-cau-

A. B. RENaHAN,
Practices In the Supreme and Dis-

trict CourtH. Mining and Land Law a

Points.

The Only Line to California
Fast Time Magnificent Eqatpment.
For

An advertisement in the New
is always effective. Why?
It reaches the people,

DRUG STORE COMPANY.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at Law.
- New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Block.
WILLIAM

Depot..! Phone No. 85.

EYS-ATLA-

MAX. FROST,

Santa Fe,

A., T. & S. F.

Aro sure indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don't take calomel or quinine both are dangerous

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORN

Near

TboseAvtulHeadacbttj

States.

VISITING CARD8.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Engraved cards 'de ivisite and wed
Invitations
the
a
at
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
ding
specialty
Practices in all the District Courts
New Mexican printing office. Any
one standing In need of such willl do and gives special attention to cases
well to call at this office and examine before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
samples, style of work and prices.

s,

CERRILLOS
& MONERO

W"

Further Particulars, Call on

J. BLACK. G. P. A.,
Topeka, Kas.

L C. YOCUM, Aflent.
Santa Fe. N.M.

Santa Fc New Mexican, Tuesday, October 17, J 905.

FIRST SHOWING

PERSONAL MENTION)

OF

Fall

Blew

Captain J. P. Conner is in the
Glorieta Mountains prospecting and
doing assessment work.
Manuel B. Otero of this city, was
in San Juan County, the past week
drumming up insurance business.

Whiter

&

CLOTHING.

H.

That have been daily
pouring mto my store.
I have now ready a
Of New and Beautiful
hing in Men's, Boys'
and Children's wear. I
? m specially prcud of

&f

Biol.

MY MEN'S SUIT DISPLAY.
I have the Best Suits, made by the Best Makers I
know anything about. It would take miles of talk to
do them justice. Comp re my Suits with any to be
for workmanship-garm- ent
had anywhere-.--workmanshi- p

for garment -t- hread for thread. Then compare prices. Do this and you will buy your Fall suits
here. You can't help it, you know.
TO

lEEP

YOU

WA.

Overcoats to keep vou warm
while you wa k ride or travel
The active man's medium weights
The walking man's short coats.
The conservative man's medium
lengths.
The fashionable man's long coats.
The good friend cn cold nights and
stormy days Ulsters.
All sorts of Good Overcoals. It's
easy to match my prices: but you
can't match my Overcoats and
prices at the same time. Try it.

ft

SALMON.

Man-derflel- d

WHOLESALE & RETAIL DRY GOODS
249-251-25-

San Francisco St.

3

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

WHITE

Coiicosd Gfapes
HOME GROWN

Evarts, are guests

I

Leave Orders NOW! Will not last long.
We also have

Ge-ma-

n

and French Primes,
fl. S. IAUJJE & CO.

8tore,

CURED BYCUTICURA

First Showing of the New Shades in

Wonderful Change in One Night.
In a Month Face Was

DRESS GOODS

Clean as Ever.

" I was troubled with

New and Exclusive Designs and
Weaves - Stylish and

eczema on the

face for five months, during which
time I was in the care of physicians.
My face was in such a condition that
I could not go out. It wa9 going
from bad to worse and I gave up all
hope, when a friend of mine highly
recommended Cuticura remedies. The
first night after I washed my face with
Cuticura Soap and used Cuticura
Ointment and Cuticura Resolvent it
changed wonderfully, and continuing
the treatment it removed all scales
and scabs. From that day I was able
to go out, and in a month my face
was as clean as ever."
THOMAS J. SOTH, 317 Stagg St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

--

ladies; misses; children's

Hats

Ready-to-Weai- ?

JUST RECEIVED

The Lowest Priced House in the City

THE AGONIZING
Itching and Burning of the Skin

for Fine Goods

A9 in eczema; the frightful scaling, as
in psoriasis; the loss of hair and crusting of scalp, as in scalled head ; the
facial disfigurement, as in pimples
and ringworm ; the awful suffering of
Infants, and anxiety of wornout par
ents, as in milk crust, tetter and. salt
rheum all demand a remedy of al
most superhuman virtues to success'
fully cope with them. That Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, and Pills are such
stands proven beyond all doubt. The
purity and sweetness, the power to
afford immediate relief, the certainty
of speedy and permanent cure, the
absolute safety and great economy
nave made them the standard skin
cures of the civilized world. Abso
lutely pure.

P. O. Box 219.

Phone 36.

WIJITER GfiOBEBY HO.
Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, f0c.
(In form of Chocolate Coated PI Hi, 25c. per vial of ftl),

house Sq. i Paris, 6 Hue de la Paix ; Boston, 1:17 Coluiubul
Ave. rotter urug B cnein. lorp., Bole proprietor..

U. S. WEATHER

Up-to-Da- te

BUREAU NOTES

For Picnics and
Lunches bay

Forecast for Nw Mexico: Local rains
and coi 'er tonight; Wednesday general
ly fair weather.
For Colorado: North por ion. fair to.
nischt; snow and colder In

4uih

LIBBY, M'NEILL

portion

Lambs Wool

Soles.

Miss

Before you insure your life
with Kanauer.

talk

Slipper

S. E. Corner

A. Mugler.

Complete and select line of Fall and
Winter Millinery at Miss A. Mugler.

Evarts

A fine lot of tender beef on hand during entire week.
Your orders put up and delivered to all parts of the city.
SPECIAL Attention Given to Telephone Orders. 'PHONE No. 84
T

Plaa, Santa Fe.

H 0B YOlltZ
DEADER IN

I

u

MANUFACTURER OF
.

'c.(.
",sree

Talk with Kanauer he will show
home.
Watches, Clock Jewelrj
you
why you should be insured in the
Mrs. W. M. Wakefield, of Kansas
ill n n
Northwestern.
City, Missouri, who is making a pleas
and Haml Painted China.
ure trip throughout New Mexico, Colo
A BUSINESS MAN'S
Repair of Pine Watches and Jewelrv Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and Inrado and Arizona, spent yesterday in
MEAL FOR 25 CENTS,
the Capital City and left this morning
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Rwtall
While your family is away or if
for Denver, where she will be the
West Side Plaza. Sar ta Fe, N. M.
are too busy to go home, it is
guest of friends for several weeks, be- you as
well for you to know that you
fore returning to her Missouri home. just
can get a delicious meal at the Bon
Owen
and
Engjpieer Ton Lunch Counter, served in the
Manager Frank
A. J. Griffin, of the Santa Fe Water
daintiest manner. You cannot imagine
and Light Company, accompanied by how
these meals are
H. Brooks, left this morning for the until appetizingly good
one. Meals served at
you
try
White Lakes In southern Santa Fe all hours and there is
the same com
County, where they will spend three fort, the same neat and
appetizingly
or four days. The main object of delicious
china, the same careful ser
their trip is to secure ducks, which vice
and, in fact, all the advantages of
are said to be plentiful at the lakes.
at home.
eating
However, if other game makes an appearance it will receive the business
The Northwestern Mutual of Mil
end of the rifles and shotguns.
waukee
stands preeminent among the
The Washington Post gives the folcompanies for conservative manlarge
to
Otero:
Governor
lowing personal
"The Territory of New Mexico has a agement Result large dividends.
thoroughly business executive in the
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
person of Hon. Miguel A. Otero, who
Mexican Central has recently
The
Goverwas seen at the New Willard.
nor Otero is now nearing the end of placed on sale tickets to New York and
his second term, and it is considered return, going via the Mexican Central
probable that he will be again chosen to either Vera Cruz or Tamnlco.
for the office. During his administra thence via the famous Ward Steam
tions the public debt of New Mexico ship Line to New York. The return
has been materially decreased, the will be by rail over any line to El Paso.
credit of the Territory strengthened, The entire trip, covering thousands of
and many reforms have been estab miles, Havana, Cuba, and its famous
lished. The Governor is one of the Moro Castle, Newport and a dozen of
most extensive sheep breeders in the the largest cities of the United States,
GRIFFIN BLOCK
PHONE NO. 66
Southwest, and his flocks in Guada can be made for $122.50. A more deHe
head.
cannot
65,000
be
as
aggregate
County
lupe
lightful trip
planned,
is a native of the Territory, a scion of stop-ove- r
privileges are allowed and
one of its oldest families, and speaks the tlcke are good for one year from
Spanish and English with equal flu the date of sale. The trip includes the
t. N, OAMlM.AKIll
ency.
H01 isau Crniirlmo
City of "exlco, the "Paris of AmerSt.
Jonas Moch, member of a wholesale ica." . urtuer Information can be seWholesale
and
Retail
firm
Dealer
Los
of
Califor
In
Angeles,
cured by address' A. Dulohery, Com
jewelry
nia, owing to the sickness of the firm's mercial Agent, El Paso, Tex., or W.
representative in this district, inter D. Murdock, Asisttv t General Passen- GENUINE INDIAN 6000$ & CURIOSITIES
viewed the jewelers of the Capital ger Agent, City of Mexico.
City, in an endeavor to increase the
business of his company. This is
ASK FOR IT.
Mr. Moon's, first trip to New Mexico
Our 16 year?' experience is yours
and he says that in all his travels, for the asking; but you must ask. We
which have covered the greater part shall not bother you. Go to the Bon
We
of the United States and several ion tiuncn uounter ana order any.
nevcountries in Europe, that he has
of
to eat and it will be prepared
er seen scenery or enjoyed climate thing
lons exper,ence ln the
Work,
like that of the "Sunshine Territory.'" art of
This name for New Mexico he says
Denoia. i
is more than deserved as In three
blanks
ol
Legal
every description, We
a
weeks spent in the Territory he has
not witnessed a cloudy day until to- and conforming to the laws ot Ne
are on hand and for sale by
day. And even with the clouds over- Mexico,
New
the
Mexican Printing Company.
hanging the sky, the air is bracing and
in
a
He
expects to spend
invigorating.
We
If you want anything on earth try
part of next summer in Santa Fe with
New
a
Mexican
"ad."
his family.
.
&
,

ALBUQUERQUE

Deposits
We

$2,000,000.00.

Pay Interest on Term
.

Deposits.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

LtBBY

Telephone No. 40

THE OLD CURIO STORE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of;

&

Canned Meats.
We nave a fall
line; also
CHICKENS
alive or dressed.

Wednesday fair.
Yesterday the thi'rmomettv registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, (i
degnes, at 4.30 u. m; minimum, 3S
d grees.
at 0:00 a. in.
The nioni
hi nrs was 50 de
temperature for the
gree. Relative humidity. 43 per cent
Temperature at 6:00 a.m. today.
degrees.

SURETY BONDS

Positively the Greatest Meat House in City of Santa Fe

r

SELiGrnm: bfios. co

Under Physicians Five
Months. Went from
Bad to Worse.

Fire, Life. Burglary,
Accident. Health
and Plate Glass

in Santa Fe at
The HANNA LIVE STOCK CO.
s

1903.

NSURANCE

MEATS
of Cartwnght-Davi-

Incorporated

HANNA & SPENCER

The BEST and CHEAPEST

First Door West

the

1856.

in

Raised in the Famous Wielandy Vineyard

Late Peaches, Peats,

at

Established

WITHECZEMA

Saf-for-

Fall Clothing

Kolm

Taylor, of Las Vegas, repre-

City today.
A. Mennett, of Las Vegas,
called
today on Santa Fe grocers in the interests of a wholesale house for which
he is traveling salesman.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
has been at his old home at
Aztec and at Farmington during the
past week on official business.
T. B. Frankenberger, of Espauola,
was in the city this morning drumming business for a mercantile house
for which he is traveling salesman.
Harry P. Lovick, of Rochester, New
York, traveling salesman for a wholesale camera and photographers' supply house, was in Santa Fe today
booking orders.
F. V.( Freeman, sheep man from
Del Norte, Colorado, who has been in
the Rstancia
Valley on business,
passed through the city today en
route to his Colorado home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bond and Miss
11. Bond, of Espanola, were in the city
today. While here Mr. Bond attended
to business matters and Mrs. Bond
and Miss Bond visited friends.
A. W. Barnum, knight of the grip
from Denver, was treating Santa Fe
dealers and prospective customers to
samples of cigars and chewing tobacco handled by a wholesale house.
Charles E. Hoban arrived last evening from Denver and today inter
viewed local dealers in regard to the
superior quality of the cigars manu
factured by the firm he represents.
James R. Barnes, stockman and
rancher of Monte Vista, Colorado,
was in Santa Fe yesterday afternoon
on his way to points in Arizona where
he has gone with a view to purchas
ing cattle.
W. A. Skinner, United States sheep
inspector, with headquarters in Albu
querque was in the city this morning
en route to his headquarters from the
Estancia Valley where he has been
on official business.
District Clerk A. M. Bergere, on Oc
tober 10, celebrated his birthday an
niversary at Aztec. The other courtofficials and friends at Aztec, presentptl him with a Navaho blanket as a
souvenir of the occasion.
E. H. Salazar of Las Vegas, who
visited his mother, Mrs. W. H.
on Sunday, returned home just
in time, according to the Las Vegas
Optic, to be present at the arrival of
a male addition to his family.
A. Sparkman, of Spokane, Washing
ton. nassed through Santa Fe this
morning on his way to El Paso and
Mexico points, where he has gone on
business connected with mining interests he has in the sister republic
Frank E. Lowry, of Erie, Pennsylvania, a brother of Mrs. Charles E.
Evarts, and Dr. J. R. Phillips, a practicing physician of the same city, and
an old time mena or Mr. ana Mrs.

For weeks everybody
about this establishment
has bern on the jump,
marking and arranging
the large quantity of

Copyrlftit i9o

V.

senting a wholesale grocery house,
was a business visitor in the Capital

DISFIGURED

Look

rSngf

at This !

have just received a large
Genuine Mexican Drawn
supply
which is, most beautiful to
ne prices are tne lowest.
have also
neat lot of those
Genuine Indian Moccasins, just the.
thing to send to voir friends
the east.
have a large assortment Indian Mexican Blankets.

.

1
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MINOR CITY'TOPICS

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Through countless centuries
slept,
and thirsty to the
core,
While over other lands there

X
X
X

crept

The moisture plentiful and
X
more.
X Day followed day no living
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

I

Sun-bake- d

X

'fry Years the Standard

V OREAM

X
X

thing
Upon my famished bosom
grew :
No song of birds, nor anything
That other lands in fullness
knew.
Shunned was I by the march
of man
Counted as treacherous ami
base:
By men and beasts placed
'neath the ban
And marked with scorn (he
desert, place.

X

0)

X

mm

X
X
X

They came! and wake mo
from my sleep,
Held to my thirsty lips the cup,
And drinking, drinking long
and deep,
My head in gladness, I held up.
And now across mv fertile
fields
The farmer takes his busy way,
In glory my dominion yields
Its richest treasures day by
day.
The waving grass, so cool and
sweet;
Bedecks the
desert
place:
Ashamed no more, I gladly

I

mm

X

We can offer you special inducements in the Wagon Line. We have Farm and
Spring Work,
buy in Car Shipments which enables us to make Close Prices.

We Carry the GILLETTE
SAFETY RAZOR.
Our
stock
is
the largest
Cutlery

We carry these

A Cream

MILLS

Made From Grapoa
tJo Alum

We

and best offered in the city.

tn Stock.
They Stand the
TEST OF TIME

monthly dues are allowed to use the
athletic grounds and goods of the association. A football team is also being
organized and the girls are getting
ready to put a good basket ball team
in the field.
Stowe's celebrated concert band, under the direction of Edward Hay worth,
''
will give a grand musical concert on
greet
the streets around the Plaza at noon
My children, men, now face to
tomorrow. The band is with the great
rd
Trembley.
scenic production of Ten Nights in a
that has memorialized Congress on
Teacher's Certificate, Yt sheet.
tember, publishes a very readable Bar Room, which will appear at the that question, and there can be no
PLAZA
Certificate of Apportionment,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX story
Reon the Founding of Taos, writ opera house tomorrow evening.
ciouot, mat. it tne newspapers keep
on
served
seats
at
sale
PharIreland's
effi
he public interest aroused, that both
Miss Emily A. Walter, general de- ten by Clinton J. Crandall, the
Contract for School Teacher, Yt
cient and versatile superintendent of macy.
great
political parlies in the Territory sheet..
is
clerk
ill.
at
the
livery
postofflce,
In
Laborers
the United States Indian Training
the Capital City are a will have to fall in line for nineWe Serve Only Fresh Eggs
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
A letter addressed to Alejo
scarce article at the present time. The tenths of the
School in this city.
people of New Mexico
Contract
is held at the postofflce for postfor
sheet.
Fuel,
and the Best Meat that the
The board of managers of the Elks' Elks have been trying ever since the are opposed to legalized gambling. In
Teachers'
age and for address.
sheet.
Monthly
Report,
All
Bazaar
of
Nations
to
closed
Market affords. Country
get the meanwhile, towns like Santa Fe,
Bazaar of All Nations, on behalf of
Spanish Blanks.
Edwin T. Hannan, who arrived last Santa Fe
Lodge No. 400 B. P. 0. Elks, men to clean up the street but have should get all the revenue possible out
and Delicious HomeButter
Auto de Arresto, Y pliego.
Saturday from Denver, will make his has sent to all the ladies who so kind been unsuccessful. City Marshal Gor- of gambling devices, just as AlbuquerAuto
Yt,
de
home at the residence of Charles A.
made Bread are Our SpePrision,
man has volunteered his services to que, Roswell and other towns are do
pliego.
ly assisted in the booths and in handDeclaration Jurada,
a man and the public is assured
pliego.
Set
Haynes, 114 Johnson Street.
a
of
books
the
chances,
cialties.
personal
ing
ling
Flanza Oflclal Yt pliepo.
Owing to wires being down on the letter thanking them for their valu- that the street will be put in as good
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento,
if
not
condition,
pliego.
Western Union Telegraph Company's able services.
better, than it was
Flanza para Guardar la Paz, Yt
tobefore
the
and
that
festival,
lines the Associated
Press reports
by
SHORT ORDERS
The forecast for New Mexico is lopliego.
morrow night.
were late in being received by the cal rains and colder weather
tonight;
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, 10c.
New Mexican today.
Don't forget the rummage sale to
AT Jill HOURS
generally fair weather on WednesFormula de Enumeraclon Yt pliego.
CONFORMING
TO
LAWS
be
THE
OF
held
the
Woman's
of
Board
W.
by
Charles
Dudrow has a change day. For Colorado the forecast is
Laws
of
New
and
1899,
Mexico,
NEW MEXICO.
of advertisement in this issue of the fair weather in the north portion to- Trade at the library rooms tomorrow
,1903, English and Spanish, pamphlet
New Mexican, calling attention to the night, snow and colder weather in Afternoon at 1:30 o'clock. A large
$2.25; full leather, $3.
The Coffee Served Is the V ry Best
number
of
donations
food
of
clothing,
of
fair
and
wood,
the south portion
supply
building lumber, coal,
generally
The New Mexican Printing Company
Laws
1905,
and
find
English
to
other
articles
the
Spanish, Grade of Mocha and Tava and
necessary
etc., which he handles.
on Wednesday.
has the largest facilities and most pamphlet, $2.75; full leather ;,3.50.
life
been
have
the
made
Guaranteed to Please. Pure Cream
and
aily
The boys of the public schools are
Today is the first cloudy day in OcCode of Civil Procedure, full leather Served.
It. is in modern machinery foi doing all kinds
tober at Santa Fe and it looks very making arrangements to organize an sale promises to be a success.
s
in
- of Printing and Binding
J1.00; paper bound, 75c.
much as if the rain or snow predict- athletic association. The basis will be i good cause and should be well patf
of
Manufacturers
Sheriff 'a Flexible-Cove- r
style.
Pocket Dock
Remember
the
onized.
and
time,
day
will
include
of
ed by the weather bureau
similar to that used in a number
as CENTS.
Ledgers. Pamphlet and Book Work a et, single, $1.25; two or more books, REGULAR MEALS
1:30
o'clock
at
afternoon
Wednesday
the Capital City on its itinerary.
institutions throughout the country in at the
specialty. Best Book Biadcry in the $1.00 each.
rooms.
library
of which an entrance fee will be charged
The meeting of the corporation
Documento de Hlpotect Yt pliego,
Joe Hentrich arrived Friday from Southwest.
Thft Plaza, Catron Block, East side Plaza.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. 0. Elks, and monthly dues assessed to pay curDocumento
extensa
Garantlzndo,
47
he
where
Wisconsin,
years
ago
which was called for Wednesday night rent expenses. All those who pay the
forma entera.
Mining Blanks.
knew Patrick Maher and wife of Du-OTTO RETSCH,
has been postponed until Friday night. entrance fee and keep up with the
Amended
Location
Notice
sheef.
Contrato de Partido, Yt pliego.
were
He
before
married.
rango
they
Proprietor.
Escrita de Renuncia, Y pliego.
Agreement o' Publisher, H sheet.
comes to the Southwest to locate and
Proof
of
'leet.
Documento
Labor,
Y
with
in
Gerantizado,
pliego.
company
Saturday morning
Lode Mining Location, Yt sheet
ir vou uu: suffering from impure blood,
Mr. Maher went down to Aztec and
Hlpoteca de Bienes Muebles, Yt
ext.iin blood, debility, nervousness,
Yt sheet.
Placer
Location,
Mr.
Mining
to
look
for
land.
pliego.
Farmingtou
Centrato Entrc los DIrectores y
Title Bond to Mining Property, Yt
haustion, you should begin at once with
Hentrich is 73 years old, but thinks
Ayer's Sarsaparilla, the Sarsaparilla you
pliego.
he can live to be much older if he sheet.
WEDNESDAY OCT. 18th,
have known all your life. Your doctor
Contrato de Combustible,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
pliego.
stays in this country, which he says
knows it, too. Ask him all about it.
Notas Obligaclonese, 25c per 50.
he liked the minute he got eyes on it. Property, Yt sheet.
JOHJY F. STOWE'S
We have no secrets! We publish
J.O. AyerCo.,
et.
Libros Certlficados de .Ponos, $1.
Yt
'.
Herald.
Deed,
Mining
of
our
Durango
all
Cie formula
medliineg.
Lowell, Man.
General Blanks.
Mining Lease, Yt sheet.
Now that the work of sidewalk con
Big Scenic Production
v
shee
of Chattel Mortgage, Yt
Coal
Renew?'
Statement,
the
Declaratory
struction on Palace Avenue below
TEN NIGHTS IN
Coal Declaratory Statement with sheet.
Arroyo Sais, and around the Plaza
A BAR ROOM
to
of
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Notice
Assesssor
Probate
Power
by
Attorney
as well as on Don Caspar Avenue and
Clerk, Yt sheet.
San Francisco Street, as far down Affidavit, Yt sheet.
TALENTED
Libros de Recibos, Supervisores de
Lease, Yt sheet
ts the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
on
25c.
Lease
Personal
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Property,
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nearing completion,
crossing,
shet
Stock Hanks.
construction on
work of sidewalk
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Bill of Sale, Animai Bearing Ven
Chattel Mortgage,
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Power
should
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pushed
blanks,
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Attorney,
city limits
the winter sets in. There should be Bill of Sale, Animals Not Bearing VenAcknowledgment, 74 sheet.
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continuous sidewalk from the Plaza dor's Recorded Brand, Y. sheet.
Mortgage Deed, Yt sheet.
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Mortgage Deed without Insurance
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Yt
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the
Owners
Animals
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to
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Option,
Bearing
Band
Notice of Protest, Y. sheet.
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Notaries Notice of Publication, Yt Trices 50
Santa Fe Central Railway, has re
Authority to Gather. Drive and Han
75 cents.
ceived another letter from John Se- dle Animals Not Bearing Owners's Re- aheet.
of
Reserved seats on sale at A. C.
corded Brand, Yt sheet.
Warranty Deed, Yt heet
bastian, general passenger agent
sheet.
Ireland's.
the Rock Island System, assuring him
Certificate of Brand,
Quit Claim Deed, Yt sh et.
that in the future Santa Fe would be
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Bargain and ale Deed, Yt sheet
oatured in every advertising publica
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Yt sheet.
tion of the Rock Island. Mr. GrimRelease of Deed Trust, - sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Crimin 1, Yt Bheet.
shaw deserves much praise for his effcf? vKssiS
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Appearance Bonds, Yt sheet.
c
forts to have the manifold scenic, cliAppearance Bond, on Continuance J. Mortgage, full sheet.
matic and historic attractions of San- P., Yt rheet.
Homestead Affidavits, Yt sheet
fa Fe widely advertised. It will re
Homestead Application, Yt sheet,
Bond for Apwarance, 1 stric. Court,
sult in bringing many more visitors Yt fcheet.
Affidavit, Yt sheet.
NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
o this part of New Mexico than came
sheet.
Homestead Proof, full sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
The leading mining periodical of
'ormerly.
Bond to Keep tihe Peace, Yt heet.
PRICES.
the world, with the strongest editorial
Yt.
On t4 or Yt sheet, each
.05
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
it transpires that the arrest of
staff ot any technical publication.
.10
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com On full sheet, each
Subscription $5.00 a year (includCamilo .Martinez yesterday
ing U. 8., Canadian, Mexican postage).
.
.25
Y sheets, per dozen
sheet.
.
was tne wont ot irresponsive indi plaint,
Sample copy tree. Send tor Book
35
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vidual and was mostly incited by
Catalogue.
OFFICE
PUBLICATION
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Camilo gave mons, Yt sheet.
Full sheets, per dozen
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New York
Petri
805
Street,
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bond for his appearance before the
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The
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sum
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Execution
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Entry
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4.00
Information filed against him was not tainer, Yt sheet.
Full sheets, per hundred
that as given to the New Mexican yes
100 assorted blanks, take the per 100
Replevin Writ,
terday. He was charged, instead, with
Replevin Affidavit, Yt sheet.
price.
Peace Procet dings, Complaint, V $2.76, delivered.
assault, the basis for the charges be
ing that the policeman went to the sheet.
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex
assistance of City Marshal Gorman
sheet.
Warrant,
press office.
when that official had been almost
On an order of 600 blanks, custom
Commitment, Y sheet.
knocked out with the foulest kind of
Attachment Affidavit, V sheet.
er's business ca-- d will be printed un
HWtfTlC RANOIf COLD IN ALb'0r.THErAB6VC COUNTWIM.
a blow. Policeman Martinez's act was
sheet.
Attachment B nd,
der filing without extra cost
In the United States, nowjenjoy strictly In conformity with his duties Attachment Writ,
sheet.
V
TERMS Cash must accompany
Attachment Summons as Garnishee, orders.
ing food cooked in the Majestic, as a policeman and there is absolutely
'
Yt, aheet.
affirm that the half has not been said in its praise. The manufac no censure to be given him.
Size of Blanks.
Yi.
inches.
turers of thisranee pledge themselves that all parts of the Majes The New Mexico Women's Chris- Execution, Yt sheet.
sheet, 7x8
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Summons,
and ornaments, are made of steel and tian Temperance Union of New Mexi
sheet, 8xl4 lnche.:
tic, except the fire-bosheet.
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Las
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few
session
Subpoena,
as
Vegas
days
malleable iron, and purchasers are assured that it is as good and
sheet.
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
honest as skilled labor and monev can produce. If the parts now in ago, among the resolutions adopted Capias Complaint, Yt sheet.
Search
Warrant,
the
That
Our Blank Books speak for themfollowing: "Resolved,
malleable iron were (as in other so - called steel ranges) made of cast passed
School Blanks.
to prohibit
we
selves.
Congress
iron, the price could be greatly reduced; but the Majestic is ot gamespetition
sheet.
of chance and gambling
of
Oath of School Director,
Largest and best equipped Bindery
r. -- J
made with a view to furnishing extra parts for repairs.
of Apportionment of in the Southwest.
Certificate
every kind in this Territory, and that
we also petition the national conven School Funds, Yt sheet
Our Solicitor: Every Job and book
For Salt Kg THE W
(E GO STHE
tlon at Los Angeles to memorialize
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District Clerks' Annual Report,
bearing our impnt
Congress to this end." This is the sheet
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
228 San Francisco Street
14
third convention within two weeks
sheet
Enumeration Form,
Santa Fs, Nsw Msxlco.
Telephone
one-tim-

All members

of the corporation are
earnestly requested to be present as
matters of importance in regard to the
building of the opera house will come
before the body.
This evening at 8 o'clock, Santa Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights of Pythias, will
hold its regular meeting in Odd Fellow's Hall, on San Francisco Street.
All Knights in the city are urged to
attend the 'meeting.
The Indian School Journal for Sep
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FARMERS BUSY WITH HARVEST.

Union County Showing Considerable
Activity News Notes of Interest
From Logan.
Sut'Cial CoiTesnondttllfie New Movlnnn
Logan, N. M Oct. 16. The Rock

n

gy
Lur&
rtir&

A

for Rheumatism, Cuts,
sPrains-wouhds-oi-

a

Sores, Corns, Bunions,
Qalls, Bruises, Contracted Muscles, Lame Back, Stiff Joints,
Frosted Feet, Burns, Scalds, etc.
AN ANTISEPTIC that stops Irritation, subdues Inflamn
mation, and drives out Pain.
PENETRATES the Pores, loosens the Fibrous Tissues,
promotes a free circulation of the Blood, giving the Muscle
natural elasticity.
BEST LINIMENT ON EARTH
ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED

RIIEUHATISU

SCIATIC

CURED

Mrs. E. A. Simpson, 500 Craig St., Knoxville,
Tenn . , writes :
have been trying the baths of
Hot Springs, Ark., for sciatic rheumatism, but I
get more relief from Ballard's Snow Liniment
than any medicine or anything I have ever tried.
Inclosed find postofEce order for $1.00. Send me
large bottle by Southern Express."

"I

THREE SIZES: 25c, 50c AND $1.00
BE SURE YOU GET THE GENUINE

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
U. S. A.

ST. LOUIS.

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

MAXWELL
FARING

LAJVDS-

-

gAtt?

UJ1DEI( IRI(IGATIOJ

SYSTEfy

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered for sale in tracts of forty ac res and upwards. Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 er acre, according to
location. Payments may be made In ten ycj,r installments. Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

GOLD MINES.

:

Lap

Co

Grajit

RATOX, NEW MEXICO.
LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

m you
RIG

"so

HOTEL

?

ONE TRIP via

TIME TAILE.
ARRIVE.
11:01 p. m
:ll p. ix
....9:40 p. m.
DEPART.

AT

hQUHV

Station!
Santa Fe

2:11

convince you of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard Pullman Sleepers,
Tourist Pullman Sleepers.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THR0U6H Tourist Pullman Sleepers to
Chicago Bosnon and points East.
THROUGH

carte.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and
Fans.
EVERY CONVENIENCE, COMFORT and

J. H. GINET, JR.,

G. W.

F.&P.A.,
1700

Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

T. P. A.,

Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W.
ALAN R. McCORD,

M.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter, No. 1,
R. A. M. Regular con

:

vocatln second Monday g
In each month at Mason
w

lc Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.

e8

K
K

No. 2, Knights

TRAIN

NEW

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p. in,

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge,

i

8

at Masonic Hall, at

g
yt

FAST
TRAIN.

THE.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
each
fourth Monday i
month

This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Or- leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections maae ior au points iNortn, .rjas. and Southeast.

TAKE

W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

Mountain Time

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
t"
txt nrmmin
it. W. UUltTIS,

of

Pythias. Regular meeting every 1st
and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
Castle Hall temporarily with Odd Fellows ,San Francisco Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial and fraternal
welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELAIRIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.

Southwestern Passenger Agent,
. .

L. G.

EL PASO, TEX.

E. P..

Leonard,

Turner,

Gen. Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

K

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meeets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' ITall, San Francisco Street.
Visiting brothers welcomo.
FREDERICK MULLER, N. G.
'
DAVID L. MILLCR. Secretary.

W

ELKS.

LIVERY STABLE.

EAST
"VIA

The Old Reliable Route

The Santa Fe
FAST TIMEELEGANT EQUIPMENT
Ijarvey Serves the Ideals
Call on or address the undersigned for

LOW EXCURSION
W.J. BLACK,

RATES EAST

1. C. YOCUM, Agent
Santa Fe. N. M.

G. P. A.

Topeka, Kas.

I

!

Chast Wagner Furniture Co
'

Dealer iu
Furniture.

Queonsware, Outtlerv Tnwttro
Stoves and Ranges.

.

EXCURSIONS RATES
EAST.
The Santa Fe Central

No425

p
p

12:26,d

U:3p

10:29p

16:00

p
8:10p
6:4"p
12:40 p
11:07 p
8:30 p

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points via e iher the standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
harrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip in day light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all points on Creede branch
S. K. doovnh, G. P. A.,
Denver Colo,

on iitithi

nan

ana EmtalmiD!! Pictew

ChM. Wagner Licensed Bmbalmer
Residence 'Phone No. x.
Telephone

MaOC tO OfOCf
No. io. San Francisco Street.

WORMSl VERMIFUGE!!

Railway Company in
connection with the

II

GREAT
ROCK ISLAJSD SY TfAl.

Excursions rates east.
rates to all
in
east this
the
points
summer call or address
For low

8. B GRIMSEAW,
General Passenger Agent.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

I

ITVTrT

L.auis.

LOW RATES

EXCURSIONS.
To Louisville, Kentucky, Denver, Colorado Springs,

and ('ueblo, Colorado. Chicago, Saint Louis. Memphis,
Kansas City, all points North and East.

"VIA.
EL PASOf ORTHEASTERJi and E(0q
ISLAND SYSTEMS.

Babnbt,
Traveling Passenger Agent
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
The Legislative Manual for 1905, or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

Best in Quality.

Most In Quantity.

M
l
J!
worm nemeuies.
mn
ror lv I ears nas LeaJ anll HI
IPrepared by
JAMES P. BALLARD. St

AA V

A. S.

Pads and scratch tablet, tor school
work and the desk, five cents In book
New
form; discount on Quantities.
Mexican Printing Company.

Sold or

Bay and Sell all kind of SeooodlEandGooni

)

8:30
1:28

Goods of All Kinds
Easv
ayment

Household

WHITE'S CREAM

WIST BODBD

Ar..
,...0....L...
Lv..
2:51p ...84.... " ...Eipanola
" ..
p ...53.... "...Embudo
" ..
8:00p ...61.... "...Barranca
:02p...81..,. "" ...Servilleta.. ... " ..
4:32 p ...91....
...TreiPiedras. " ..
" ..
6:3Sp 125.... " ...Antonito
" ..
8:30 p ..153.... " ...AlamoM
" ..
3:00a ..287.... " ...Pueblo
4:22a ..331.... " ...Colo Spring. " ..
7:20a ..406.... Ar... Denver
Lv..

11:00a

K00SER,

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
communicaRegular
tion first Monday of
each routh at Masonic

east-boun-

No 426. MIL1S

H. B.

MASONIC.

10 a. m. Fine Rigs, 'Reliable Horses,
Single
4:20 p. m.
Buggies, Surreys, Hacks.
No. 724
7:30 p. m.
No. 720 connects with No. 2
Call up 'Phone No. 9 when In need
of Anythnig in the Livery Line.
No. 722 connect with No. 1 west
Drivers
Furnished.. Reasonable
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
Rates.
bound.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lam
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
City ticket office, Catron Block, east
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A

For further information call on or address

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

No. 720
No. 722..

Effective November 7th, 1904.

LUXURY.

3

SANTA FE ROUTE
No. 721
No. 72S
No. 725

ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

Balsam.

ARRIVALS.

D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch.

Will

LUitg

No. 460 B. P. O. E.,
Santa Fe Lod
holds Its regular session on the second
Palace: F. E. Lowry, Erie, Pa.; Mr. and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
and Mrs. Frank Bond, Miss H. Bond, Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
Espanola; H. W. Taylor, A. Mennett, come.
0. C. WATSON, E. R.
Las Vegas; Charles E. Hoban, A. W
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
Barnum, Denver.
Claire: Mrs. W. M. Wakefield, Kan
FRATERNAL UNION.
sas City; Harry P. Lovick, Rochester, N. Y.; E. M. Sandoval, Cabezon;
Santa Fe 7 odge, No. 259, Fraternal
F. W. Freeman, Del Norte; T. R.
Union
of America. Regula meetings
Frankenberger, Mrs. G. R. True, Es- first and third
Mondays In each month
panola; S. Sparkman, Spokane, Ws.; at 8 o'clock
p. m., Odd Fellows Hall
E. G.
W. A. Skinner, Albuquerque;
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat
Roscoe, Denver; James Moch, Los Anwelcome.
ers
R.
J.
McDonnell,
Willard;
geles;
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
James P. Barnes, Monte Vista.
Normandie: W. B. Chadwick, Ra DAVID GONZALBS, Secretary..
MAnOIW r. I'ONTOYA. Ttiiuw.
ton; James Buchanan, New York City;
A. M. Burns, Albuquerque; Guy BenHeadquarters for wedding cards
ton, Silverton.
and announcements, at the New Mex
lean Printing Company, Santa, Fe.
LOCAL

EM

Medicine

B. P. O.

On this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Baldy, where Important
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the m ining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government
laws.
Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can not he successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell.

Island is preparing to take crushed
rock and gravel from this point to
ballast the track of the svarmn.
The farmers are busy harvesting
their crops, which consist mostly of
Kulflr corn, Milo maize and sorghum.
There is some Indian corn and a very
good crop of beans, mostly of the
Mexican variety.
Watermelons of
large size have been grown in this
section in abundance.
All crops are grown without irriga
tlon. But little farming has been
done in this section. There are about
a dozen farms in this township upon
which trom ten to forty acres of crops
were grown. The land was nearly all
sod, broken with a sod plow In May
and June. Some of the seed was planted in furrows as the land was being
broken, and some put In with drills.
Many fine apples and pears were
brought here to market, grown in. the
western part of the county.
There are but few settlers outside
the town, but a number have filed on
ffovernm'ent land within the last few
months and it is expected that the
county will be well settled in another
year.
What few cattle are to be found in
this section are mostly grade Here
fords, some thoroughbreds and a few
shorthorns, the sheep are almost all
Moreno.
There are not many good horses and
but few mules, they being very small
The country in this section is a lev
el nrairie. fine for agricultural pur
poses and with good cultivation will
make a first class farming district.
The rainfall is plenty and the ground
easily tilled.
Two men came here recently rrom
Harriman, Tennessee, with a view to
locate claims, and are very well
pleased with the outlook. They have
written many letters to friends in the
easjt and it is expected that a number
will come from that part or tne coun
trv to make this section their home
A few Ohio and Indiana farmers have
been here looking over the ground
and will in all probability bring their
families here in the near future.

Allen's bA EL PASO ROUTE
Safe,

Wail

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

Your Orders

.

FOR

Fastest Schedules Finest Equipment

New and Second Hand

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

--

SAFES AND SCALES
AND

S1VE MONEY

Dining Cars All the Way

For further Information call
V. R.

PARCELLS SAFE
216

CO.

California St., San Francisco, Cal.

-- Short
on

Line East.

jr address

stiles.

Qenl. Pass. Agt. E.

ytEE&K
P.--

E, System.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, October 17,

Cheap Rates

Q")IZ

qj&Q

$25

..To-- .

rnia

ALIF

Beginning September 15th and until October 31st
the "Santa Fe" will Sell Tickets t- Points in California and intermediates whre present rates are high-e- r
for .W.qq Same to points on Phpenix Line.

See Local agent for full particulars and literature
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.

joioes
!lf taiiiiighiii TupewriterliBtslciipt.
Benedicf.327 Droodwoy.

the RemingtohOpcratonl

t JVHjcKoff, Seqmgns

fc

Sen k

Hew TorK- -

I H mi

,'Scenic Line of the World."

Shortest

and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Springs, and all Colorado Points.

at Denver with All Lines East and
West. Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by
other lines.

member saying one day
In the poorhouse?"

BREWSTER'S

MILLIONS
...By...

GEORGE

BARR M'CUTCHEON

(RIchtrd Graavct)
Copyright,

904, by Herbert S. Stone & Compuiy

This masterful romance wis started
iu the issue of Monday, September 18,
1905. Back numbers can bo secured
fflce
by addressing or calling at ho
of the New Mexican Priming

continued.

... )

CHAPTER XXX.
'Tl JfONTY, you are breaking my
heart," was the first and on-- I
I ly appeal Mrs. (J ray ever
A
A made to him. It was two
days before the I'.'Ul, and it did not come
until after tin secondhand store men
had driven away from her door with
the bulk of his clothing in their wagon. She and Peggy had seen little of
Brewster, and his nervous restlessness
alarmed them. His return was the
talk of the town, Men tried to shun
him, but he persistently wasted some
portion of his fortune on his unwilling
subjects. When he gave $5,000 in casb
to a home for newsboys even hH
friends jumped to the conclusion that
lie was mad. It was his only gift tu
charity, and he excused his motive In
giving at this time by recalling Sedgwick's Injunction to "give sparingly to
charity." Everything was gone from
his thoughts but the overpowering
eagerness to get rid of a few troublesome thousands. He felt like an outcast, a pariah, a hated object that Infected every one with whom he came
In contact.
Sleep was almost impossible; eating was a farce. He gave
elaborate suppers which he did not
touch. Already his best friends were
discussing the advisability of putting
him in a sanitarium, where his mind
His case was
might be preserved.
looked upon as peculiar In the history
of mankind. No writer could find a
parallel; no one could imagine a comparison.
Mrs. Gray met, him In the hallway
of her home as he was nervously pocketing the $60 he had received In payment for his clothes. Her face was
like that of a ghost. He tried to answer her reproof, but the words would
not cone, and he fled to his room, locking' the door after him. He was at
work there on the transaction that was

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars.
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars

J 905 1

fd

that

7

end

She was looking Into his eyes, dreading what might be seen in them.
But there was no gleam of insanity
there; there was no fever. Instead there
was the quiet smile of the man who is
satisfied with himself and the world.
His voice bore traces of emotion, but
it was the voice of one who has perfect
control of his wits.
"Is it all gone, Monty?" she asked,
almost in a whisper.
"Here is the residue of my estate,"
he said, opening his purse with steady
fingers. "I'm back to where I left off a
year ago. The million Is gone, and my
Her face was
wings are clipped."
white; her heart was in the clutch of
ice. How could he be so calm about it
when for him she was suffering such
agony? Twice she started to speak,
but her voice failed her. She turned
slowly and walked to the window,
keeping her back to the man who
smiled so sadly and yet sq heartlessly.
"I didn't want the million, Peggy,"
he went on. "You think as the rest
do, I know, that I was a fool to act as
I did. It would be rank Idiocy on my
part to blame you any more than the
others for thinking as you do. Appearances are against me; the proof is
overwhelming. A year ago I was called a man; today they are stripping me
of every claim to that distinction. The
world says I am a fool, a dolt, almost a
criminal, but no one believes I am a
man. Peggy, will you feel better toward nie If I tell you that I am going
to begin life all over again? It will
be a new Monty Brewster that starts
out again in a few days, or, If you will,
it shall be the old one the Monty you
once knew."
"The old Monty?" she murmured
"It would be good
softly, dreamily.
to see him so much better than to see
the Monty of the last year."
"And in spite of all I have don,
will stand by me? You
Peggy-won't desert me like the rest? You'll
be the same Peggy of the other days?"
he cried, his calmness breaking down.
"How can- you ask? Why should
you doubt me?"
For a moment they stood silent, each
looking into the heart of the other, each
seeing the beginning of a new day.
"Child" his voice trembled dangerously "I I wonder if you care enough
But he could only
for me to to"
look the question.
"To start all over again with you?"
she whispered.
"Yes to trust yourself to the prodigal who has returned. Without you,
child, all the rest would be as the
husks. Peggy, I want you you! You
do love me. I can see it in your eyes; I
can feel it In your presence."
"How long you have been in realizing It!" she said pensively as she
stretched out her arms to him. For
many minutes he held her close, finding a beautiful peace In the world
again.
"How long have you really cared?"
he asked in a whisper.
"Always, Monty; all my life."
"And I, too, child; all my life. I know
It now; I've known it for months. Oh,
what a fool I was to have wasted all
'.his love of yours and all this love of
nine! But I'll not be a profligate in
love, Peggy. I'll not squander an atom
of It, dear, not as long as I live."
' And we will build a greater love,
Monty, as we build the new life together. We never can be poor while we
have love as a treasure."
'Tou won't mind being poor with
me?" he asked.
"I tan't be poor with you," she said
simply.
"And I might have let all this escape
me!" be cried fervently. "Listen, Peggy; we will start together, you as my
wife tnd my fortune. You shall be all
that U left to me of the past. Will you
marry me the day after tomorrow?
Don't say 'No,' dearest. I want to begin
on that day. At 7 In the morning, dear?
Don't tou see how good the start will
be?"
And he pleaded so ardently and so
earnestly that he won his point even
though it grew out of a whim that she
could not then understand. She was
not to learn until afterward his object
in having the marriage take place on
the morning of Sept. 23, two hours before the time set for the turning over
of the Sedgwick millions. If all went
well they would be Brewster's millions
before 12 o'clock, and Peggy's life of
poverty would cover no more than
three hours of time. She believed him
worth a lifetime of poverty. So they
would start the new life with but one
possession love.
Peggy rebelled against his desire to
spend the $70 that still remained, but
he was firm in his determination. They
would dine and drive together and Bee
all of the old life that was lef on $70.
Then on the next day they wonld start
all over again. There was one rude moment of dismay when It occurred to
blm that Peggy might be considered
an "asset" if she became his wife before 9 o'clock. But he realized at once
that It was only demanded of him that
he be penniless and that he possess no
object that had been acquired through
the medium of Edwin Peter Brewster's
money. Surely this wife who was not
to come to him until his last dollar was
gone could not be the product of an old
man's legacy. But so careful was he In
regard to the transaction that he decided to borrow money of Joe Bragdon to
buy the license and to pay the minister's fee. Not only would he be penniless on the day f settlement, but he
would be In debt; So changed was the
color of the world to him now that even
the failure to win Sedgwick's millions
could not crush out the new life and
the new joy that hid come to htm with
the winning of Pegjy Gray.

forth. A parcel delivery wagon had
carried off a mysterious bundle u few
minutes before. Mrs. Gray could not
conceal her wonder, but Brewster's answers to her questions threw little light
on the mystery. He could not tell her
the big bundle contained the receipts
that were to prove his sincerity when
the time came to settle with Mr. Joues.
Brewster had used his own form of receipt for every, purchase. The little
stub receipt books had been made to
order for him and not only he, but every person In his employ, carried one
everywhere. No matter how trivial the
purchase, the person who received u
dollar of Brewster's money signed a
for the amount. Newsboys and
bootblacks were the only beings who
escaped the formality; tips to waiters,
porters, cabbies, etc., were recorded
and afterward put into a class by
themselves. Receipts for the few dollars remaining In his possession were
to be turned over on the morning of the
28d and the general report was not to
be completed until 9 o'clock on that
day.
He kissed Peggy goodby, told her to
be ready for a drive at 4 o'clock, and
'then went off to find Joe Bragdon and
Elou Gardner. They met him by appointment, and to them he confided bis
design to be married on the following
day.
"You can't afford it, Monty," exploded Joe fearlessly. "Peggy is too good
a girl. It isn't fair to her."
"We have agreed to begin life tomorrow. Wait and see the result. I think
It will surprise you. Incidentally It is
up to me to engage a minister's services. It's going to be quiet, you know
Joe, you can be my best man If yon
like, and, Oardle, I'll expect you to
sign your name as one of the witnesses. Tomorrow evening we'll have
supper at Mrs. Gray's, and 'among
those present' will not comprise a very
large list, I assure you. But we'll talk
about that later on. Just now I want
to ask you follows to lend me enough
money to pay the preacher. I'll return
It tomorrow afternoon."
"Well, I'm blessed!" exclaimed
utterly dum founded by the nerve
of the man. Gardner promised to have
the minister at the Gray house the next
morning. Monty's other request made
In deep seriousness
was that Peggy
was not to be told of the little transaction. He then hurried off to the office
of Grant & Ripley. The bundles of re
ceipts had preceded him.
"Has Jones arrived in town?" was
his first anxious question after the
greetings.
"He is not registered at any of the
hotels," responded Mr. Grant, and
Brewster did not see the troubled look
that passed over his face.
"He'll show up tonight, I presume,"
said he complacently.
The lawyers
,
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Mr. Qray met him in the hallway.
to record the total disappearance of
Edwin Brewster's million his final report to Swearengen Jones, executor of
James Sedgwick's will. On the floor

were bundles of packages carefully
wrapped and tied, and on the table
was the long sheet of white paper on
which the. report was being drawn.
The packages contained receipts thousands upon thousands of them for the
dollars he had spent in less than a
year. They were there for the Inspection of Swearengen Jones, faithfully
and honorably kept, as If the old westerner would go over In detail the countless documents.
He had the accounts balanced up to
the hour. On the long sheet lay the
record of his ruthlessness, the epitaph
of a million. In his pocket was exactly $79.08. This was to last him for
less than forty-eigh- t
hours, and then
it would go to join the rest. It was
his plan to visit Grant & Ripley on the
afternoon of the 22d and to read the
report to them in anticipation of the
meeting with Jones on the day following.
Just before noon, after his encounter
with Mrs. Gray, he came downstairs
and boldly, for the first time in days,
sought out Peggy. There was the old
smile In his eyes and the old heartiness
In his voice when he came upon her
In the library. She was not reading.
Books, pleasures and all the Joys of
Ufe had fled from her mind, and she
thought only of the disaster that was
coming to the boy she had always
loved. His heart smote him as be
Connections at Torran e, New Mexico, with the El Paso & Southwestern, looked Into the deep, somber, frightand Chicago, Rock sland & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa ened eyes, running over with love and
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At fear for him.
"Peggy, do you think I'm worth anySanta Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
more from your mother? Do you
thing
Spe ial attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
she will ask me to live here any
think
&
Pacific
via
Island
Rock
via
the
Route your freight
Railway,
Chicago,
he asked steadily, taking her
longer?"
Torrance, New Mexico.
hand In his. Hers was cold, his as hot
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as fire. "You know what you said
(
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off yonder somewhere, that she'd
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"Lend me enough money to pay the

preacher."
did not tell him that all the telegrams
they had sent to Swearengen Jones in
the past two weeks had been returned
to the New York office as unclaimed in
Butte. The telegraph company reported that Mr. Jones was not to be found
and that he had not been seen in Butte
since the 3d of September. The lawyers were hourly expecting word from
Montana men to whom they had telegraphed for Information and advice.
They were extremely nervous, but
Montgomery Brewster was too eager
and excited to notice the fact.
"A tall, bearded stranger was here
this morning asking for you, Mr. Brew
ster," said Ripley, his head bent over
some papers on his desk.
"Ah, Jones, I'm sure! I've always
imagined him with a long beard," said
Monty, relief In his voice.
"It was not Jones. We know Jones
quite well. This man was a stranger
and refused to give his name. He said
he would call at Mrs. Gray's this afternoon."
"Did he look like a constable or a bill
collector?" asked Monty, with a laugh.
"He looked very much like a tramp."
"Well, we'll forget him for the time
being," said Monty, drawing the report
from his pocket. "Would you mind
looking over this report, gentlemen?
I'd like to know if it la in proper form

to present to Mr. Jones."
Grant's hand trembled as he took
the carefully folded sheet from Brew
ster. A quick glance of despair passed
between the two lawyers.
"Of coarse, you'll understand that
this report is merely a synopsis of the
expenditures. They are classified, however, and the receipts over there are
arranged In such a way that Mr. Jones
can easily verify all the figures set out
In the report. For Instance, where It
says 'cigars' I have put down the total
amount that went up In smoke. The
CHAPTER XXXI.
receipts are to serve as an Itemised
Mr. Ripley
OON after noon on the 22d of statement, you know."
September Monty folded his re- took the paper from his partner's hand
port to Swetrengen Jones, stuck and, pulling himself together, read the
It Into his pocket and sallied report aloud. It was as follows:

Now Tork, Sept. ,
To Swearengen Jones. Esq., Executor Under the Will of the Late James T. Sedgwick of Montana:
In pursuance of the terms of the aforesaid will and In accord with the Instructions set forth by yourself as executor I
present my report of receipts and dls
bursements for the year In my life ending
at midnight on Sept. 22. The accuracy of
the figures set forth In this general statement may be established by referring to
the receipts which form a part of thi
report. There Is not one penny of Edwin
Peter Brewnter's money In my possea-sloand I have no asset to mark Its
burial place. These figures are submitted
for your most careful consideration:
n,

11,000,000.00
Original capital
68,550.00
Lumber and Fuel misfortune....
1,000.00
Prise fight misjudged
Monte Carlo education
40,000.00
700.00
Race track errors
160.00
Sale of six terrier pups
Sale of furniture and personal

effects

Interest on funds once

In

40,500.00
11,140.00

hand..

Total amount to be disposed of. 11,180,040.00
DISBURSEMENTS.

Rent for apartments
Furnishing apartments
Three automobiles
Renting six automobiles

Amount lost to DeMille

Salaries

Amount paid to men Injured in
auto accident
Amount lost In bank failure....
Amount lost on races
One glass screen

Christmas presents ,.v
Postage
Cable and telegraph
Stationery
Two Bos'on terriers
Amount lost to holdup men
Amount lost on concert tour
Amount lost through O. Harrison's speculation (on my account)
One ball (In two sections)
Extra favors
One yacht cruise
One oarnlval
Cigars
Drinks, ohlefly for other
Clothing
Rent of one villa
One courier

Dinner parties

12,240.00
113,468.88
4,000.00
3,000.00
7,211.00
1,105.00
3.253.00
2,400.00
600.00
460.00

H.K2.0Q
60,000.00
60,000.00
I.O00.0O

M.S09.IO
1.824.00
1.710.00
1.040.00
1.400.00
000.00
100.00
U7.100.00

t

, .

.......

and luncheon

Supper

$23,000.00
S8.S72.0O
11.000.00
26.000.00
l.ooo.oo
16,650.00

Theater parties and suppers

....

Hotel expenses
Railway and steamship fares...
For Newsboys' home
Two opera performances
Repairs to Flitter
In tow from somewhere
to
Southampton
to
Bpeoial train
Florida

Cottage

lo

Florida

Medioal attendance
Ltrlng expenses in Florida
of personal
Misappropriation
property by servants
Taxes on personal property

Sundries
Household expenses

38,000.00

6,27100
S1.218.W
31.274.81
5,000.00
20,000.00
6,142.(0
50.000.00
1,000.00
6,500.00
3,100.00

t.ioo.go
1,580.00

111S
1,106.00
24,805.00

Total disbursement
11,160,040.00
Balano on hand
10.000,000.00
Respectfully submitted,
MONTGOMERY

BREWSTiiiR.

"It's rather broad, you see, gentle

men, but there are receipts for every
dollar, barring some trifling Inciden
tals. He may think I dissipated the for
tune, but I defy him or any one else
to prove that I have not had my mon
ey's worth. To tell you the truth, It
has seemed like a hundred million. If
any one should tell you that it is an
easy matter to waste a million dollars
refer him to ine. Last fall I weighed
180 pounds; yesterday I barely moved

the beam at 140. Last fall there was
not a wrinkle in my face, nor did I
have a white hair. You see the result
of overwork, gentlemen.
It will take
an age to get back to where I was
physically, but I think I can do It with
the vacation that begins tomorrow. Incidentally I'm going to be married tomorrow morning, just when I am poor
er than I ever expect to be again. I
still have a few dollars to spend, and I
must be about it. Tomorrow I will ac
count for what I spend this evening.
It Is now covered by the 'sundries'
Item, but I'll have the receipts to show
all right. See you tomorrow morning."
He was gone, eager to be with Peg
gy, afraid to discuss his report with
the lawyers. Grant and Ripley shook
their heads and sat silent for a long
time after his departure.
"We ought to hear something definite
before night," said Grant, but there
was anxiety in his voice.
"I wonder," mused Ripley, as If to
himself, "how he will take it If the
worst should happen."
This masetrful romance will be con
tinued in tomorrow's issue of the New
Mexican. Back numbers can be se
cured by addressing this office.

T. W. ROBERTS'
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

OFFICIALBATTERS.
Money

250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40.
No.

BAiEsjsT

GROCERS,

Order

Office

Established.

Estancia, Torrance County, has
been created a money order office.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have
been appointed by Acting Governor J.
W. Raynolds: G. L. Reece, Portales,
Roosevelt County; Bryan J. Smith, Las

BUTCS!

Vegas, San Miguel County; Edmund
VEGETABLES.
Thurland, Fruitland, San Juan CounSweet
and
'celery
ty; Nellie F. Withrow, Las Vegas, San
potatoes,
egg
There has been a decided decline
in the price of canned corn. We are plant are now in season and we also Miguel County; Alberto Amador,
Rio Arriba County; L. E.
have squash, beets, carrots, etc.
giving our customers the benefit. Wo
Mora County.
Roy,
BEATRICE
Nebraska
offer standard
of Incorporation Filed.
Articles
corn at THREE CANS FOR 25 Cent3.
FRESH MEATS.
The following articles of incorporaThis is the lowest price for which
We are still cutting the finest of
tion
have been filed in the office of J.
sold
ever
corn
has
been
sweet
good
Government inspected, packing house W.
Raynolds,
secretary of the Terriin Santa Fe.
killed beet. Nothing else nearly so
tory:
FERNDELL corn, packed in Maine, good. Everything in sausages.mutton,
The Globe Store Company. The ina very fancy quality which has been veal, boiled ham, head cheese, spare corporators are Otto L. Rice, Georgi-an- a
selling at 20 cents we now offer at .15. ribs, etc. Give us a trial.
B. Rice and Edna Manwarin, of
Albuquerque. The object and purpose
for which said company is formed are
FISH AND OYSTERS.
NEW JAMS AND JELLIES.
We are receiving fish and oysters and shall be to carry on a general
The capital
business.
We now have in stock new Califor- on each Friday morning for the pres merchandise
into 300
divided
stock
is
No
SEALSHIPT
ent.
$30,000
only.
oysters
nia jams and jellies in one pound
excans which we are selling at ten ice, no water, no dirty and unsanitary shares at $100 each. The term of
the
and
istence
is
comes
with
princicontact
in
bucket
wooden
fifty
years
cents a can. These are good pure
pal place of business is at Albuquerfruit products and a bargain at the the genuine sealshipt oyster. They
come in enamelled cans, the can sur- que, New Mexico, with Otto L. Rice
price.
rounded by cracked ice, direct from named as agent. The number of directors shall be not less than three
the beds to our store.
nor more than five and those who will
GRAPES.
manage the business of the corporaMEADOW GOLD.
tion for the first three months-arMission grapes from Bernalillo and
Do you know Meadow Gold butter? the Incorporators.
Cali-fori- a
Muscat grapes from southern
it 'is pasteurized. It is packed In a
The Douglas Avenue Building Comare now in good supply and triple wrapper of paper. It is clean
The incorporators are George
pany.
reasonable in price.
and of perfect flavor when packed. Its A. Fleming, Fred H. Pierce, and
cleanliness and flavor are retained
A. Jones, of Las Vegas. The
until delivered at your home.
for which said corporation is
objects
FLOUR.
formed are to acquire, hold, sell, conThere has been a lowering of prices
vey, lease, let, deal in and improve
PIPES.
all along the line in flour. We now
real property; to construct, maintain,
We have a very nice line of pipes, furnish and
sell the best Colorado brands such as
operate buildings for doa mestic or business
Blanca, Puritan and Daisy at $1.25 ranp'ng In price from five cents for
purposes, to borcorn cob to $5 and $7 for a meer-shau- row and loan
per sack.
money either upon or
or gold mounted briar. Par- without security, and in general to do
IMPERIAL FLOUR, the best proticularly good showings of genuine and perform any and all acts or
duced in Kansas now only, per sack, briars at 25 and I!5 cents. Briars
things incidental or proper in carrying
with genuine amber bits at .50 and up. out any or either of the aforesaid ob$1.60.
jects. The term of existence is fifty
years and the principal place of business is in Las Vegas, New Mexico,
FINE NEW
with the Investment and Agency Cor
poration named as agent. The number
of directors shall be three and those
who will manage the business of the
company for the first three months
are the incorporators, i ne capuai
stock is $100,000 divided,,!' into 1,000
-I- Ishares at $100 each. ''
The North 'Lovato Lumber and
Commercial Company. The incorporSelators are Ernest G. Miller and G. Hill
Howard, of El Rito, New Mexico, Jo- A
siah H. Kellogg, Cecil N. Kellogg, and
Charlie R. Stedman, of Denver, Colorado. The objects for which this corSilporation was formed are to buy, sell,
improve and deal in real estate, lumber and merchandise; to lease, sublease lands and timber; to plant
man
trees for sale in the markets;-tufacture lumber or other products to
be made from timber; to construct
buildings; to contract for the cdh- fstruction of buildings and other im
provements; to do a general bonding
business; to do a general real estate
The capital stock is $15,- business.
000 divided into 15,000 shares at Jl
each. The term of existence is fifty
years and the principal place of business is El Rito, New Mexico, with
H. Kellogg named as agent, the
number of directors shall be five and
Dealer in New and Second Hand
those who will manage the busiiess
of the company for the first three
'
months are the incorporators.
incorThe
The Mayflower Band.
Vincenzo
Jose
are
Geoffrion,
porators
Ciddio, Gilberto Guerin, W. H. Booth,
and others of Las Vegas. The objects
of this corporation are to encourage
and
foster among the population of
HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID
Las Vegas the spirit of self improveFOR SECOND HAND GOODS ment and the
study and acquiring of
the art of music by establishing and
AH Kinds Pictures
& Picture Moldings.
maintaining a brass band and orches
tra. The term of existence is twenty- New and Second Hand Goods five years and the principal place of
business is Las Vegas.
Sold on Easy Payments.
Colonization
The
Southwestern
Company. The incorporators are Henry D. Bowman, Robert C. Hatton and
Maurice T. Brown, of Las Cruces. The
objects for which this corporation was
formed are to do a general real estate
business; to conduct a farming and
LIVE
fruit raising business; to manufacture
for its own use or for sale, electrical,
gas, steam and other power for all
Southeast Corner Plaza.
industrial purposes ; to construct, hold,
own, lease or acquire ditches, canals,
Al- pipe lines for the purpose of convey
ing water for irrigation purposes; to
do a general merchandise business; to
lay out and establish town sites and
to
procure settlers to colonize them.
TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
The capital stock is $200,000 divided
PROMPT DELIVERY.
'PHONE NO. 96.
into 2,000 shares at $100 each. The
term of existence is fifty years and
the principal place of business is Las
Cruces with Robert C. Hatton named
as agent. The number of directors
shall be three and those who will
manage the business of the company
for the first three month are the in
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MANUFACTURING JEWELER.
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GOLD'S OLD CURI08TYSH0P
We have

Just

DEATH OF MRS. ROSARIO
ARIAS DE ARMIJO.

receiYed a large consignment of Goods from Old Mexico,

DRAWN WORK. ZARAPES. CANES.
NAVAJO BLANKETS,
CHIMALLO BLANKETS,

Saturday morning at 6 o'clock, Mrs
Rosario Arias de Armljo died at her
home in this city at the age of 64
years. She had been sick for several
weeks and the death was not unexpected.
She leaves to mourn her death
a brother, one daughter and two grand
daughters, besides nimerous other relatives and friends. J The s funeral services were held this; morning at 6:30
o'clock, mass being feald in the cathedral and interment made in Rosario
cemetery.
Charles; Wagner, funeral
director, was in charge of the body.

BASKET WARE,
POTTERY

THE NEW BOOK WITH 24 VIEWS OF SANTA FE
To have and to handle the best of everything in our line
Mall Orders given prompt attention. Trade supplied.

SIGN OF THE ONLY ORIGINAL OLD CART
Corner, San Francisco Street
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Burro Alley.
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corporators.

Oldest Established House in the Territory.

Just received nef line of wool: Sax
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Tuesday, October i 7, J 905.
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RECEIVED,

OF

230 Sao Francisco Street
SOCORRO ELECTRIC LIGHTS
TO BE SOON INSTALLED.

Santa Fe,

:

fJ.

P.

Legal blanks of every description,
Wantedi clean
and conforming to the laws of New Bhort Ume we w cotl()u
4c

For

f

After considerable unavoidable de- the New Mexican Printing Company,
company.
lay, District Attorney Elfego Baca;
who recently secured a franchise for
an electric light system at Socorro,
announces that work on the system
INCORPORATED
will be immediately commenced and
that the lights will be in operation
within two months.

a

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

To have Northwestern dividends
you must have Northwestern policies.
They can be had only of E. G.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

WOMAN'S RIGHTS.
Why should women be disqualied
from voting? Their rights should be
with men. They are at the
Bon Ton Restaurant and Hotel.
Get the best.
Get Northwestern.
See Kanauer he will do the rest.
VISITING CARDS.
Engraved cards de vlslte and wedding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican printing office. Any
one standing In need of such willl do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.
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Lead

84.85
85.25; copper quiet 16
St. Louis, October 17. Spelter
86.00.

Chicago

Dec.

111.,
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Corn, Oct, 50: Dec, 44.
Oats. Oct. 83; Dec. 27J.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, Oct. 816.10; Jan. $12.50.
Lard, Oct 87 07K; Jan. 8.6. 82Jtf,
Bibs, Oct. 98. 0iJan.83.es.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo.. October 17. Wool, is
steady and unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 26
21.
30; fine medium, 23
26; fine, 19
STOCK MARKETS.
New York, October 17 Closing stocks
Atchison, 88; pfd., 104; New York
Central,
149; Pennsylvania, 144;
Southern Pacific, 68; Union Pacific,
133; pfd., 97; Amalgamated Copper,
85; U. P. Steel, 37; pfd., 104.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., October 17.Cattle
receipts, 23.000, including 500 southerns, steady to 10 cents lower.
Native steers, 84.00
86.00: southern'
83.75; southern cows.
steers, 82.50
81.75
82.75; native cows and heifers.
81.75
84.50; Blockers and feeders,
82.50 (3 84.25; bulls, 82.00
83.00:
86.25; western steers.
calves, 82.50
82.80
84.50; western cows, 82.00
83 00.

Sheep receipts, 8,000 st'ong.
Muttons, 84 00
85.25; lambs. 85 fin
O 87.35; range wethers, 84.50
85 25;
84.60.
fed ewes, 83.50
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17 Cattle recelDts.
'
20,000, 10 cents lower,
6 30; cows, 81.25 &
Beeves, 83.65
84.40; heifers, 8125
84.40; st.ockers
and feeders, 82.15
3 84.30; Texans.
40
84.50; westerns, 83.25
84.80.
Sheep receipts 30,000, steady.
85.30; lambs, 84.75 &
Sheep, 84.00
5 00.

at

(irm

GRAIN.
October 17 Close Wheat
May,

EADQUARTERS

METAL.

New York. October 17 Money on call,
5
steady, 4
per cent. Prime mer5
cantile paper 5
per cent. Silver
New York, October

N. M.

for Wedding Cards and Announcemnts
the New Mexican.

MARKET REPORT.
MONEY

FE,

Mercantile Stationery
Mannfactnrer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

New Mexic ).

A. M. BERGERE.

M. B.

OTERO.

BERGERE
INSURANCE AGENCY COMPANY

T

General Agent for New Mexico of

Penn Mutual Life Insurance

Co.

Of Philadelphia and

National Surety Company
Of

Newark.

We Also Represent a Strong Line of

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES

aANTAFE

NEW MEXICO

J

a

